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Administration in writing centers

Kelli M. Prejean

Introduction

Universities often have a variety of academic programs and initiatives dedicated
to the goal of helping students achieve effective communication skills, but these
programs and initiatives can change quickly during different moments of
institutional and administrative shifts. Our writing center at a mid-size, four-
year institution serves as a primary support program for enhancing students’
literacy in writing and critical thinking, so when our administrators and faculty
engage in conversations concerning retention, general education reform, and
writing in the disciplines, the writing center becomes a central component in
supporting students through these curricular changes. To that end, the
administrative goals involved in writing center work may change or evolve
frequently and quickly as the university community seeks to enhance the
educational experience of our students. The question becomes how do writing
centers “survive” in the ever-changing tides of university administration and
curriculum reform? And how do these changes present opportunities for tutors
to acquire leadership skills transferable to contexts outside of the writing
center?

[I]nvolving tutors in the administrative operations of a writing
center creates an opportune context for tutors to see themselves
as professionals within a discipline and to engage in writing
center work in more meaningful ways [...].

The answer, I believe, is by creating a flexible and inclusive administrative



structure, which provides opportunities for tutors to invest themselves more
deeply in their tutoring work and to offer their creative energies to
administrative tasks. In other words, involving tutors in the administrative
operations of a writing center creates an opportune context for tutors to see
themselves as professionals within a discipline and to engage in writing center
work in more meaningful ways than they might if they only see tutoring as a
part-time job or part of their program requirements. Involving tutors in
administration also fosters community and enhances the relationship between
the director and her tutors. Such benefits for new professionals have been
documented in writing center research, most notably by Julie Eckerle, Karen
Rowan, and Shevaun Watson, who have written extensively on graduate
administrators and the various effects administrative work has on graduate
students’ professionalization, and whose work has provided a context through
which I examine my own experiences as a writing center administrator faced
with the challenge of creating professionalization opportunities for writing
tutors. I offer here a self-reflective look at administrative experimentation in
the face of various institutional and personal challenges and at how these
challenges moved our center toward the goal of administrative plurality and a
shared sense of professional identity.

The Writing Center and Administrative Evolutions

The Marshall University Writing Center is currently housed in the English
Department and funded through the College of Liberal Arts. We have
approximately seventeen tutors on staff each academic year. Most tutors are
English graduate teaching assistants who tutor in the writing center as part of
their preparation to teach composition. In addition, approximately five-to-six
upper-division undergraduates are hired each year to provide more
interdisciplinary expertise to our staff.

Since my hiring in 2005, I have witnessed many administrative and institutional
changes. When I began, Marshall had just hired a new president, whose hiring
came at the end of years of interim presidents. I have worked for three Deans
of the College of Liberal Arts, each with varying degrees of interest in the
writing center, and I have had three Department Chairs. With each
administrative shift comes some trepidation about what will become of the
writing center or how my job might change as we meet the demands of new
programmatic goals. In addition to these administrative changes, Marshall has
worked for nearly three years on general education reform, with discussions
and plans surrounding these reforms often involving the writing center but
never in a clear or consistent way. For example, at the indirect request of our
new President, I met with the Chair of the Communications Department to
think about how the writing center might join forces with Communications to
create a speech and writing center. Our new Dean shifted this move, however,
and instead pushed for collaboration with the library to create a Learning
Commons model. Our writing center has recently moved into the library to fulfill
this goal.

A Tale of Two Administrative Models

This context is typical perhaps when new administration steps in, but it is an
important reminder that writing center program goals are often affected by the
changing tides of upper-level administration and curriculum reform, among
many other types of “reform” or programmatic changes at an institution like
Marshall. It has been difficult, especially as a new faculty member, to make



sense of some of these changes and to ensure that the writing center remains a
key player in any re-visioning of curriculum and programmatic changes, while
also upholding the mission of our writing center work, which is to create a safe
space for students to share their writing and ideas as well as a site for tutors to
gain meaningful professional experience as teachers of writing.

To add to the work of translating these larger university reforms into the daily
operations of the writing center, I admit that I did not use my directorship
wisely and initially failed to create meaningful roles for tutors within the
center’s administrative framework. Perhaps my status as an untenured faculty
member influenced my decision to take on most administrative challenges on
my own, feeling the push–as most new faculty members do–to prove myself
and to take on what was, realistically, too much for one person to handle.
Besides the resulting fatigue, the burden I was putting on myself caused me to
overlook one of the best resources available to me: my tutors.

I had to begin seeing our writing center community as just that–a
community–and I had to recognize that I needed to work with
tutors as part of a team.

In retrospect, turning to tutors for administrative help should not have been so
foreign to me. I have helped with administrative tasks since my earliest days as
a graduate student, serving as a co-administrator in various writing and
tutoring programs, including a position as Assistant Director of the writing
center while working on my doctorate in Rhetoric and Composition at the
University of Louisville. While there, I also served as Assistant Director of
the Writing Centers Research Project and was a graduate co-chair of the
Thomas R. Watson Conference. As a graduate administrator, I was often
assigned important tasks including training new tutors, managing schedules,
and working on outreach, among other things. As the director of Marshall’s
Writing Center, I did turn to this assistant director model and utilized a full-time
graduate assistant funded through our Distributed Education program to serve
as my Assistant Director. I used this administrative model of Director/Assistant
Director for four years and was grateful to have a “side-kick”–someone who
offered consistency and whose time in the center was dedicated to
administrative work and to helping me manage the center’s daily operations.
The downfall of this model, however, is that as a graduate student, the
Assistant Director occupied a precarious position among peers–at once a
graduate tutor like everyone else, but then also an administrator, someone in
charge of facilitating smooth daily operations, which sometimes entailed the
occasional reprimand of a fellow graduate tutor. Eckerle, Rowan, and Watson
point out in their own research that administration for graduate students can
often be “lonely” and “awkward” because graduate administrators occupy a
difficult space between faculty and their graduate peers (“When the
Administrator is a Graduate Student” IV. 8.2). While I enjoyed the model of
Director/Assistant Director and the personal benefits it offered to my work, I
had to admit that the model invited some problems, and I knew that “total buy-
in” (to use administrative-speak) would only come if all tutors became a part of
the center’s administration. And given that all of the tutors would be affected by
any change in our program’s unit or governance, I realized that a change in
administrative structure within the writing center was needed in order to invite
the input of those who know writing center work best and whose efforts greatly
define our center’s identity: our tutors.



But let me inject here to say that coordinating administrative projects among
tutors seemed difficult and challenging unto itself, and I was also concerned
about how extra projects might impose on tutors, even though I was of course
allowing time during their shifts to work on such tasks. I perceived
administration as an easier task if done mostly alone. All of this changed,
however, when I gave birth to my first child in the fall 2008. I simply had no
choice but to rely on tutors to help me, and truthfully, I quickly realized that
asking for their input and their energies was not a sign of weakness. I had to
begin seeing our writing center community as just that–a community–and I had
to recognize that I needed to work with tutors as part of a team. What resulted
was that tutors quickly began taking on leadership roles in the writing center
and seeing administrative work as an important step toward becoming
professionals as teachers and scholars. And they began to see our writing
center as part of a larger community of writing centers and started to help
generate ideas for making our writing center more effective.

Embracing Administrative Plurality: Win-win for All

Within the model of administrative plurality, the writing center operates using a
framework of shared responsibility, wherein everyone participates in the
center’s success and in making the necessary changes required when
programmatic and institutional shifts take place. This kind of pluralistic model is
beneficial in many ways, but in particular, it has accomplished both the goals of
professionalizing tutors and providing stability in ways I could not have
predicted. For example, tutors’ job descriptions now include administrative
responsibilities, from opening and closing the center to initiating administrative
projects such as writing workshops. Acknowledging their administrative
responsibilities and expanding the definition of their work from the start creates
the expectation that tutors, as part of their jobs, invest themselves
professionally in ways they might not if they just see themselves as tutors,
which is not to undermine the importance of actual tutoring but to define their
work with students as part of a larger programmatic mission and to see this
professional experience as applicable to positions they may hold in the future.
Tutors gain expertise in areas such as scheduling, program development,
outreach, public speaking, and higher education funding and governance–all
skills that are transferable to jobs or advanced degree programs once they
leave Marshall. In addition to the professionalization component the
administrative plurality model affords, establishing an administrative framework
within which all tutors participate does not rely as heavily on funding for a
single administrative assistant. Our current President cut nearly all graduate
assistantships not tied directly to classroom teaching, so funding for a graduate
Assistant Director is now out of the question, and I must rely on all of the
tutors–most of whom are teaching assistants funded through the English
Department–to help with the duties I would have assigned to one Assistant
Director. While directors should continue to fight for more institutional support,
there is much to gain from the peace of mind that comes with building a
sustainable administrative structure not dependent on unstable funding.

Ideas for a Flexible Approach

As Director, I still find it difficult to create and maintain a consistent and
meaningful structure for administrative opportunities and to manage the heavy
teaching load (3-3) I have in addition to my directorship. The writing center will
not have a formal training course built into my teaching load until fall 2010, so I
have relied on pre-semester training workshops, impromptu staff meetings, and



our staff listserv to establish a sense of shared responsibility and purpose. As
Eckerle, Rowan, and Watson reflect in their research, “From Graduate Student
to Writing Administrator,” “Even the best ideas for solidifying the training
process […] can become a burden for an already overburdened work force”
(231). Fortunately, most tutors work in the writing center for at least two years,
so I have been able to cultivate professional commitment simply by working
closely with tutors in and out of the writing center and by involving them in
decision-making (even via email). Through our communication and
collaborative decision-making, we build a sense of mutual respect for writing
center work, so the day-to-day tasks become not only about our individual jobs
but how we work together to problem-solve and to build a better program for
students.

As a team with shared administrative responsibilities, we have
accomplished more in the last year than we ever did using the
Director/Assistant Director model.

More specifically, our center’s tutors now share in administrative responsibilities
through their roles in writing center teams. Each second-year TA is a team
leader and has a team of two or three other tutors. Team leaders help with
scheduling, managing tutors’ leave requests, mentoring new tutors, and helping
to develop project ideas for their team. Each team works on a writing center-
related project for the semester or academic year, depending on the scope of
the project. Some of their projects include developing workshops and other
outreach initiatives, working on publicity for the writing center, using new
technologies to expand access to writing center information, and drafting
writing center policies and mission statements. No matter how tutors go about
accomplishing these tasks, they work as a team and often go above and
beyond what is expected. Last year, tutors created a GRE and MCAT writing
workshop that has become such a huge success on campus that upper-level
administrators and students have requested the workshop every semester
since. Tutors have also turned to online social networks such as Facebook to
reach out to students on campus, therefore using their technological expertise
and a common cultural phenomenon to create an online community of writing
center supporters. All of these projects would have never been accomplished
through the sole use of my own time and knowledge. Further, when tutors
invest themselves in such ways, they own what the writing center becomes to
them and the larger university community, and they not only acquire technical
skills and subject expertise, but they learn how to lead, delegate, and work as a
team, all skills invaluable to life outside of our immediate educational context.
Essentially, this work translates into tutor-initiated program development;
changes are not top-down, from the director to tutors. The ownership tutors
acquire comes from them learning how to identify a need and figuring out ways
to fulfill that need, from offering ideas about physical space to creating written
procedures for helping the writing center function more effectively now and in
the future.

As a team with shared administrative responsibilities, we have accomplished
more in the last year than we ever did using the Director/Assistant Director
model. I can feel confident now that all tutors know they are an important part
of the center and that no matter what challenges and changes we face, our
administrative structure now allows for greater flexibility and is directed by the
center’s ever-changing goals rather than a rigid administrative model that
accomplishes far less than we can as a whole.
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We still face many changes ahead. Our role in the Learning Commons plan is
still in flux, both in terms of physical space provided by the library and the
continued autonomy the writing center currently enjoys. This means that our
programmatic identity is still unstable–as it has been since I became director–
but I feel more certain that we can handle these changes with a shared sense
of purpose and commitment and that I can continue to provide
professionalization for tutors. In fact, I have come to see institutional and
programmatic changes as perfect opportunities for tutors to reflect on their
writing center work and to help them understand the external forces that
govern–for better or worse–the evolution of our professional lives, both in and
out of the academy.
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Professional writing internships

Kevin Dvorak

The University Writing Center (UWC) at St. Thomas University (STU) is
closely connected with the university’s English: Professional Writing program, as
many of the UWC’s tutors either major or minor in the program. One of the
program’s goals is to provide students with opportunities for growth and
professional development in fields related to writing, and one way the program
achieves this goal is through a professional writing internship. Many of the
Professional Writing students have opted to use their internship to work at the
UWC. These interns have shown how a writing center can be a site where tutors
grow in many professional directions and where tutors can see first-hand
returns from the amount of time and effort they invest into their positions. The
goal of this article, then, is to briefly describe the STU Professional Writing
internship program and show how it provides our UWC tutors with a variety of
professional development opportunities inside and outside of our center.

The Internship

The STU professional writing internship provides students with opportunities to
gain real-world, professional writing-based work experience, whether it be
working at the UWC, acting as a research assistant for a psychology professor,
reporting for a local newspaper, or writing for a government agency. The
internship possibilities are endless, as long as students are gaining experience
with writing. Students are allowed to take the internship for a total of nine



credits. For each credit earned, an intern is required to work 50 hours during
the course of a semester at his or her internship site. Therefore, a one-credit
internship requires 50 work hours over 15 weeks; a three-credit internship
requires 150 hours, equal to 10 per week. Therefore, a graduate can possibly
enter the job market with over 450 hours of work/writing experience in her
field.

Our Professional Writing Internship program grew dynamically
during its first full year, and it assisted in the growth and
development of the UWC and its staff.

The internship was first made available to students in fall 2008, the Professional
Writing major’s inaugural semester. Since the new major had not yet produced
a series of upperclassmen who had entered their core curriculum, we did not
expect to enroll many, if any, students as interns at that time. However, two
Professional Writing Majors enrolled in the internship program, and both opted
to work at the UWC. One of these students, Alexis, had already been a UWC
tutor the year before; the second, George, was new to our center.

Now that the UWC had a set of interns, there needed to be a distinction
between the types of positions at the UWC: tutor and intern. The primary duty
of each position would be to support the UWC’s mission by working one-to-one
and in small groups with students to develop the latter’s writing skills. However,
since a goal of the internship program was to provide interns with opportunities
to develop professional identities, I determined that UWC interns would have to
focus more attention on becoming well-rounded writing center practitioners.
Therefore, they would spend more time practicing three professional attributes
of successful writing program administrators: teaching, scholarship, and
leadership (Bruce).

Initial Growth

During the first fall semester, in addition to regular tutoring, one of the first two
interns, Alexis, was given an assignment equivalent to a writing fellows
position. She assisted our developmental writing program by attending their
classes and working alongside students both during class and in the UWC. The
developmental writing students were required to visit the UWC eight times
during the course of the semester, so she also tracked the students’ UWC
attendance and met regularly with them about their progress. Thus, she
became an important liaison between the UWC and developmental writing
program. The second tutor, George, who was new to the UWC, was given the
opportunity to develop his professional writing abilities by creating several new
PowerPoint presentations, two of which were to be used in UWC-based APA and
MLA workshops. In addition to these duties, the tutors read various writing
center-related articles and conferenced with me regularly about their praxis-
related issues and development.

The next step was to create professional titles for each, one
based on their individual interests, strengths, and professional
goals. This would allow the interns to further develop their
professional identities and allow them to better define the work
they do.

By the next semester, spring 2009, there were five three-credit and two one-
credit Professional Writing Interns working at the UWC. The opportunities for



professional development grew even more, as two interns, Aileen and Karen,
collaborated on a semester-long research project that culminated in a proposal
to redesign the UWC’s website, which was implemented during the following
summer. Another intern, Denise, wrote a well-researched proposal to create a
satellite writing center at a local public high school that, as a whole, had
produced low SAT verbal and writing scores. Denise presented her project at
the 2009 Florida Regional Writing Center Conference at the University of South
Florida (USF). Though the proposal did not lead to a satellite center at the
specific school it had proposed, it did lead to a satellite center being created at
the high school across the street from our institution.

Our Professional Writing Internship program grew dynamically during its first
full year, and it assisted in the growth and development of the UWC and its
staff. The interns conducted numerous research projects; wrote several
proposals, two of which led to immediate actions; presented at local
conferences; and, most importantly, developed identities as professional writers
and leaders on campus. The accomplishments of this first-year intern group set
a high standard for those to follow, but, as Director of the UWC, I still felt we
could do more to further enhance our professional atmosphere.

Professional Titles, Additional Responsibilities

This fall, there are six interns working at the UWC, five for three credits and
one for two credits. Four of these UWC interns are returning tutors and two are
new to the UWC. Since many of them had already had UWC experience, it was
quite easy to provide them with professional goals for the semester. The next
step was to create professional titles for each, one based on their individual
interests, strengths, and professional goals. This would allow the interns to
further develop their professional identities and allow them to better define the
work they do.

The first intern, Aileen, a junior, is in her fourth semester working at the UWC
and has assumed the role of Research Assistant. Aileen and I were recently
awarded an International Writing Centers Association Research Grant to
investigate discursive interactions between Spanish- and English-speaking
bilingual tutors and students, particularly when Spanish is used to explain
English. This has been a topic of interest at our center since we opened in the
fall of 2007, and Aileen did some research on the topic last spring for her
Multigenre Research and Writing (a core course taught by me) course project.
As a Research Assistant, Aileen will be gaining valuable professional experience
as a scholar, gathering and maintaining a large data collection, which will
include interviews with and surveys of bilingual students who work regularly
with UWC tutors. Aileen’s next career goal is to attend graduate school, so this
experience is preparing her for the rigors of graduation education.

The next intern, Karen, a junior, has perhaps been the UWC’s most organized
person for the last four semesters. This trait earned her the title of Office
Manager, a responsibility that includes providing leadership to the staff and
watching over the UWC’s day-to-day operations. Karen, a future law student, is
in charge of making sure all Report for Faculty Forms, Session Forms, and
emails have been appropriately filled out and filed. She is also in charge of
spearheading a new project that will transfer all of the UWC’s paper-based data
from 2007-2009 to electronic files. She will have two UWC staff members
working with her on this project, which, according to our estimates, will take six
months to complete.



Our third intern is Aryanne, a new member of the UWC staff, was quickly given
the title of Public Relations Specialist based on her strong artistic skills and
fondness for using a variety of electronic media. In her first full week, Aryanne,
a junior, designed business cards for our staff members, which has increased
our staff’s overall sense of professionalism, and has redesigned the UWC’s
bookmarks and brochure, which are two of our most popular advertising
venues. Aryanne has also taken on the task of developing a brochure for the
Southeastern Writing Center Association and will be creating advertising
materials for this year’s SWCA Florida Statewide Conference.

The title of Web Writer has been given to George, a senior who is enrolled as an
intern for the third time. George, who was responsible for creating our APA and
MLA PowerPoints and accompanying workshops, has a knack for technical
writing and has already amassed a great deal of work experience in law offices
and on websites. Therefore, he is now responsible for leading an effort to grow
the UWC’s website that Karen and Aileen initiated last spring and implemented
this past summer. George and I outlined the UWC’s potential web growth, and
he is now charged with creating around 15-20 new pages of material focused
on various factions of professional and technical writing.

Finally, Denise and Leo, both seniors, have partnered together this semester to
coordinate a satellite writing center at a private, Catholic high school next to
our University. Denise initiated this project as an intern last spring, and though
she is not enrolled as an intern this fall, she is still working with us as a tutor.
Leo, who worked last spring as a tutor, is now an intern. As Satellite Center
Coordinators, they visit the high school on Tuesday afternoons after school and
conference with students, and, on Friday mornings, they work in classroom
settings with the school’s primary composition instructor. As this satellite center
program develops, Denise and Leo hope to begin a writing center
education/training program that will teach the high school students how to tutor
their peers, thus creating a more sustainable high school writing center
environment. They are also planning on using this experience as the foundation
for scholarship they will present at next year’s SWCA Florida Statewide
Conference. Thus, they are gaining valuable experience as teachers, scholars,
and leaders.

***

All of these interns now have more developed and defined leadership roles, but
that has not left them working on their own in their specialized areas. They
routinely seek input from one another and support each other’s projects. The
non-intern tutors also collaborate with the interns and provide support for the
latter’s projects. This work environment has even encouraged one of the non-
interns, Lucas, to take on a professional title/identity: Athletic Department
Liaison. Lucas is a soccer player, and this position has given him greater
responsibility as a tutor who works closely with our athletes, promoting our
services throughout the athletic department, locker rooms, and playing fields.

The STU Professional Writing Internship program has helped professionalize our
University Writing Center. Enrolling in the internship program allows tutors to
focus on developing three attributes of a writing center professional–teaching,
scholarship, and leadership–which encourages them to invest more time and
energy into their positions, take on leadership roles, develop strong
professional identities, and maintain their sense of professionalism even after
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they have completed their internships. It has even encouraged non-intern staff
members to become more professionally active in our work environment. In all,
it provides our entire staff with opportunities to work in a professionalized
environment conducive to helping them and the students they work with
succeed.
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A professional arc to the writing center

Chad Habel

A colleague and good friend once remarked to me that as a child, no-one ever
plans to grow up to be a Learning Adviser. Indeed, our careers are often
haphazard and ad hoc, but it is often easier to impose some semblance of order
on them part-way through. A professional vision often has 20/20 hindsight, as
well.

My progression from student to academic was gradual and unmarked by any
archetypal rites of passage. A couple of years into my PhD in English Literature,
I was offered some casual tutoring within the department which ended at about
the time I completed my PhD. I was then fortunate enough to have amassed
enough teaching experience to be appointed as an Academic Adviser at the
Student Learning Centre at Flinders University, and I am now the
Coordinator of the Student Development Program at the University of
Adelaide. A core business at both universities is operating a writing center.

[H]igher education in Australia is undergoing unprecedented
changes at the moment, changes which are (refreshingly) driven
by non-economic considerations.

Before continuing with this narrative and the associated issues of



professionalization, it is probably necessary to outline some of the main
features of Australian writing centers. In most Australian universities student
development activities are undertaken by staff who are employed precisely for
that purpose. Writing center activities delivered by students are the exception
rather than the rule, and they would more usually be called Peer-Assisted or
Peer Mentor programs. In addition, very few Australian universities have
composition topics or anything like them in first year, so students are often
underprepared for academic writing tasks.

Furthermore, writing centers are often just one strategy within a university’s
holistic approach to student development. For instance, at the Centre for
Learning and Professional Development at the University of Adelaide, the
Academic Learning and Language team also runs seminars, orientation
activities, and, crucially, faculty-based sessions which are collaborative and
discipline-specific. We work closely with other teams in the Centre who run
academic development activities, including online learning activities. Therefore
the Writing Centre is our core business, but not the only offering we have.

Within this general context, Academic Language and Learning practitioners are
constantly undergoing a process of professionalization: it is becoming more and
more common for us to refer to ourselves as a profession, or at least a
community of practice. This process has been underway for quite some time,
and a watershed moment in this process was the formation of the Association
for Academic Language and Learning (AALL) in November 2005. This is a
professional organization devoted precisely to the professionalization of
Academic Language and Learning activities.

AALL is crucial to how we see ourselves as professionals, and how we present
ourselves to our universities and the wider public. With a total membership of
around 300, AALL runs biennial conferences, which usually attract around 250
members. This may seem small but given Australia’s population (around 22
million), it is not insignificant. AALL also has a newsletter, online discussion
forum, and a peer-reviewed journal for the dissemination of research findings.
AALL also has a small grant scheme to support members in undertaking this
research. Some time ago, members produced a “Position Statement” which
asserted the role of AALL professionals in the context of higher education in this
country, and a rearticulation of this professional statement is currently
underway.

This wider context is essential to the organisation: higher education in Australia
is undergoing unprecedented changes at the moment, changes which are
(refreshingly) driven by non-economic considerations. The Rudd Government is
undertaking a substantial reform agenda designed to change almost everything
about how universities operate, from lifting caps on enrolments, to funding
structures, to quality assurance, to research activity. Crucially for us, part of the
reform agenda revolves around student participation (including access and
equity), and student achievement in terms of completion, retention, and
academic success. Further details can be found here.

These changes to higher education have a bearing on our activities (for
example in writing centers) in many different ways. This goes further than the
increased internationalization of the student body which has affected us in the
past few decades. To begin with, the government is heavily promoting wider
participation in higher education, especially participation of those with low
socio-economic status. This means that demand for our services will probably



increase with further increased diversity of the student population.

It seems that one minute I was reading lots of books and writing
essays (and then theses) about them, and suddenly I find myself
in a minor leadership role, running a writing center and other
student development activities.

More significantly for the professionalization of our activities, an environment
with a stronger insistence on quality assurance means that we have to adopt a
more professional approach to our practice. Training and professional
development will need to be made more explicit and formal, as compliance with
policies such as Occupational Health and Safety becomes essential.
Documentation and recording will become more important as reporting
structures become more defined and detailed evidence of demand and
effectiveness becomes crucial to survival and growth.

This increased transparency and accountability means an increase in
administrative activities associated with operating a writing center. For instance,
it is necessary for us to record each student who visits the Writing Centre on
a sign-in sheet; this allows us to both demonstrate demand and to adjust our
offerings and organization in response to student needs. It is also essential to
conduct full student evaluations of the Writing Centre, both for continual
improvement as well as individual professional development of Learning
Advisors. This mirrors the increase in the administrative duties associated with
academic work more generally, but is just one example of the
professionalization of writing center work.

One part of these administrative requirements is to encourage reflective
practice in education in order to promote continual improvement. Another
aspect of reflective practice is research, which is becoming more and more of a
priority in Australia with the introduction of the Excellence in Research for
Australia (ERA) initiative. The ERA is essentially a new method of assessing
research output by individuals and institutions, and it aims to usher in a focus
on research quality (as assessed via metrics) rather than just quantity. As with
previous systems, the new system is designed to link research funding directly
to outputs, as identified in the ERA.

Despite the problems with such systems, there is no doubt that the ERA will
further increase the pressure on academic staff to conduct and publish quality
research. This pressure is lessened for Learning Advisers who are appointed to
professional or general staff positions, since research is not a requirement built
into the job description. However, I believe that quality teaching is led by
research, and so doing research is part of professionalizing the activities around
writing centers and student development generally.

The Foundation Course enabled me to focus on the transition
issues that I was already interested in, as this student cohort was
even less familiar with academic discourse. Although I didn’t
know it at the time, it was also excellent preparation for my
future career.

This understanding of the current environment and the profession was the
result of a somewhat haphazard career journey. It seems that one minute I was
reading lots of books and writing essays (and then theses) about them, and
suddenly I find myself in a minor leadership role, running a writing center and



other student development activities. This unexpected career arc was really
impelled by an intrinsic love for learning and personal development in its own
right. As a student I had to weather all the “Would you like fries with that?”
jokes about Arts graduates, and I pursued my studies simply because I enjoyed
them. So when I was offered my first gig as a tutor in the English department I
relished the opportunity to facilitate the type of deeply fulfilling learning I
enjoyed during my own undergraduate studies.

I have always taught with a lot of passion and enthusiasm, but I quickly
became aware that the main focus of teaching within a discipline such as
English was on content rather than learning processes. Curriculum was always
driven by the need to cover a certain amount of material (“Oh, we must have
some Shakespeare!”), but unfortunately many students were left behind
because there was little focus on the processes of learning, such as critical
reading, argumentation, essay writing and such. In my own way I began to
rectify this need by drawing attention to process while still attending to content.
A lot of my early teaching was in Professional English, which focussed on
communication and other skills to prepare students for the workforce, so this
suited my passion for learning.

Economic necessity inevitably drove me to take whatever teaching I could, and
so to supplement my income from casual tutoring I began teaching in the
Flinders Foundation Course, a pre-entry program for people who had not had
the opportunity to study at university before. The Foundation Course enabled
me to focus on the transition issues that I was already interested in, as this
student cohort was even less familiar with academic discourse. Although I
didn’t know it at the time, it was also excellent preparation for my future
career.

When I completed my PhD I was fortunate to secure a position as Associate
Lecturer/Academic Skills Adviser in the Student Learning Centre at Flinders
University. This meant being involved with the Centre’s entire range of
activities, and this is where I became familiar with the operations of the Writing
Centre. At the same time, I taught in the Foundation Course, and was
eventually given the role of Coordinator of the Foundation Course. This was my
first major coordination role which really prepared me for where I am now.

Being Foundation Course Coordinator meant that I had to become much more
professional in what I did and how I did it. Of course, it meant being highly
organized and managing my time effectively; it also meant putting forth a
professional demeanour as I was now the “face” of the course; and it meant
developing professional networks with other staff (including administrative
staff) involved with the Course. During my time as Coordinator, the Course
underwent a major external review which certainly helped to professionalize my
perspective.

Moreover, my role meant taking an explicitly reflective stance on everything I
did: for instance, when it was time to rewrite the curriculum for the first topic, I
read a lot about curriculum design and the best way to achieve intended
learning outcomes. I wanted to test the assumption that the course increased
students’ confidence in their ability to study, so I developed a research project
to look at student’s academic self-efficacy through the course. In this way my
whole attitude to the work I was doing took on a more professional tone.

What I found through moving into leadership roles is that the effect I used to
have on a class of, say, fifteen students, I can now have on entire courses and
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larger groups of students, for instance, cohorts of students coming through the
Writing Center. By having an overall viewpoint on the Writing Center and how it
operates it is possible to improve outcomes for a much larger number of
students. This both requires and promotes professionalism in all its aspects.
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Understanding WC and WAC resources in the larger university structure

R. Mark Hall

Michele Eodice, in her chapter, “Breathing Lessons, or Collaboration Is,” from
The Writing Center Will Hold: Critical Perspectives on Writing Center
Scholarship, has called upon writing centers to professionalize by developing
collaborative relationships across campus in order to further our missions and
those of the university, to “carry on deliberate, productive relationships about
writing, in writing, for writing with our technology support staff, our librarians,
our student services folks, our center for teaching facilitators, our first-year
experience program designers, our faculty from anthropology to zoology”
(129). Similar arguments have been made by other writing center scholars
(Koster; Murphy; Wingate). This essay describes one Writing-Across-the-
Curriculum (WAC) affiliation fostered by California’s Central Valley State
University (CVSU)[1] Writing Center. By examining an example of a successful
WAC partnership, I hope to lead readers to new insights about developing their
own writing center alliances. As Peter Carino points out in “Reading Our Own
Words: Rhetorical Analysis and the Institutional Discourse of Writing Centers,”
from Writing Center Research: Extending the Conversation, we must strike a
delicate balance. We must make ourselves integral, indeed essential, to the
educational aims of the institution, while at the same time resisting either
marginality or servitude. He argues that “directors must inform without



confusing, must educate without condescending, must promise without bluffing,
must assert without offending, and must offer help without promising servility”
(92). In short, we need to take a strategic approach to building a dynamic
system of supportive associations.

Such associations may be thought of in terms of social capital. The term “social
capital” appeared first in Jane Jacob’s 1961 study of neighborhood
communities, The Death and Life of Great American Cities. In addition to Robert
Putnam's more recent discussion of social capital in Bowling Alone, readers may
be familiar with Pierre Bourdieu's understanding of social capital. With Loic J.D.
Wacquant, Bourdieu offered the following definition in An Invitation to Reflexive
Sociology: “Social capital is the sum of resources, actual or virtual, that accrue
to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable network of more or
less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition”
(119). Interested in a broader analysis of the foundations of social hierarchy,
particularly the “cultural capital” used by individuals as marks of distinction to
maintain privilege and superiority, Bourdieu was only marginally concerned with
social capital, which he viewed as one dimension of cultural capital. According
to Bourdieu, social capital belonged to the privileged individual.

An understanding of the cognitive dimension of social capital is
necessary so that writing center administrators can identify the
values, assumptions, and beliefs that bind parties together, as
well as those that inhibit trust and reciprocity.

For the purposes of my analysis of a writing center-WAC partnership, James
Coleman's understanding of social capital as an asset that may belong to
anyone, not just the well-to-do, is more useful. In “Social Capital in the
Creation of Human Capital,” unlike Bourdieu, Coleman emphasizes the
reciprocal nature of social capital. The expectation of giving and getting
something in return gives social capital its value. Also, in contrast to Bourdieu,
for Coleman social capital is not individual, but collective, involving extensive
networks of people brought together by shared values, assumptions, and
beliefs, which cultivate affinity and, most importantly, trust. Social capital, the
resources embedded within, available through, and derived from a network of
professional relationships, serves as a lens through which to analyze a writing
center’s involvement with WAC.

In particular, I invite readers to consider what specialists term the “cognitive
dimension” of social capital: “those resources providing shared representations,
interpretations, and systems of meaning among parties” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal
244). According to Max Boisot, in Information Space: A Framework for Learning
in Organisations, Institutions and Culture, meaningful communication, which
requires at least some sharing of context between the parties involved in the
exchange, is essential to the networking process. While institutional ties may
provide access to resources, writing center alliances become vexed and
productive action thwarted when parties do not share the same vision and
goals. An understanding of the cognitive dimension of social capital is necessary
so that writing center administrators can identify the values, assumptions, and
beliefs that bind parties together, as well as those that inhibit trust and
reciprocity. By highlighting the shared–and unshared–contexts of the
institutional relationships of writing centers, the cognitive dimension of social
capital may help us to understand–and to respond more effectively to– conflicts
that arise from the differences in institutional language, codes, and narratives
that we encounter. Viewed through the lens of social capital, the case described



below urges writing center directors to appreciate the dynamic nature of writing
center administration, to move beyond counting tutorials as the primary
measure of our work, and to prepare our centers for coming demands by
explicating the wide-ranging professional relationships necessary to facilitate
them.

First, let me recount a brief recent history of WAC at Central Valley State
University. In 2001, a year before I began as Writing Center director there,
CVSU experienced the initial wave of cuts in a budget crisis that has continued
and deepened since then. This crisis included the cancellation of a new and
vibrant WAC program, which was closely connected to the Writing Center via
partnerships in which tutors were trained and placed in specific courses in order
to offer peer support for writing in the disciplines (Martins and Wolf). In
addition to losing campus-wide support for student writers, the Writing Center
lost a valuable learning experience for tutors, many of them future teachers.
Likewise, faculty lost their only campus resource for writing pedagogy. With no
one else to turn to, faculty began approaching me for help. At the same time,
the Writing Center budget took a big hit. With scant resources to meet faculty
WAC needs, I looked to the University Writing Committee, with its faculty
representatives from each college in the university, for support. Through this
network, I reasoned, I might publicize the cancellation of the WAC program and
galvanize broad support for its reinstatement. In doing so, I hoped to guard the
Writing Center against additional losses. I hoped that by extending the Center’s
mission to include, even on a small scale, a few department-wide WAC
initiatives, we might highlight the necessity of the Center as a resource for both
students and faculty.

Instead of seeing students as a problem, faculty have asked,
“What if the problem is, at least in part, within us?"

The Writing Center’s partnership with the School of Social Work is one such
departmental WAC initiative. At the request of faculty in Social Work,
experienced writing assistants joined the department to learn to facilitate
student practice in the genres, conventions, and rules of writing in Social Work.
Called “Writing for the Social Work Profession,” this weekly workshop is lead by
a writing consultant who guides students in drafting, providing peer response,
and revising writing assignments for a variety of courses in the program. This
course has been, according to the School of Social Work, a huge success.
Initially, one former writing center tutor, Blake, was hired to lead the workshop
for graduate students. His work was so successful that Social Work expanded
the workshops to include undergraduates. With continued growth, a second
consultant was added. As alumni tutors of the CVSU Writing Center, these two
consultants benefited the center directly in several ways. First, they acted as
ambassadors of the Writing Center, educating both students and faculty about
the mission and pedagogical practices of the center. Second, in the absence of a
campus-wide WAC program, their efforts helped to reduce Social Work’s need
for individual tutoring in our center, which allowed us to apply our limited
resources to students in other programs. Third, these veteran writing assistants
returned to the Writing Center to assist in training novice tutors to work in
unfamiliar disciplines. Benefits to Social Work included not only improved
student writing, but also improved communication between students and
professors in the program. Professors–even those who were, at first, skeptical–
now regularly consult with the writing assistants, who also offer guidance to
faculty in designing effective writing assignments and providing productive



feedback. This is the kind of WAC initiative that faculty at CVSU have called for,
one based on a discipline’s request for assistance in writing instruction, which
emerges, not from the writing values of Rhetoric and Composition faculty, but
from the writing values and concerns of a particular discipline.

The cognitive dimension of social capital suggests that our professional alliance
with Social Work was possible in part because our disciplines share some basic
values, assumptions, and beliefs. As Janine Nahapiet and Sumantra Ghoshal
point out in “Social Capital, Intellectual Capital, and the Organizational
Advantage,” “Beyond the existence of shared language and codes, [. . .] myths,
stories, and metaphors also provide powerful means in communities for
exchanging and preserving rich sets of meanings” (254). For faculty in Social
Work, common language, norms, and stories of reflective practice, a
centerpiece of training for tutors in our Writing Center, have enabled our
collaboration. As in Rhetoric and Composition, Social Work focuses intently on
developing in practitioners a deep sense of reflexivity. With this shared value,
professors in Social Work have been willing to reflect critically on their teaching
practices. They have identified areas in which they need improvement, sought
training in writing pedagogy, and revised assignments and response practices.
Rather than view students via a deficit model, faculty in Social Work think of
them as they might clients, in terms of ability and potential. Instead of seeing
students as a problem, faculty have asked, “What if the problem is, at least in
part, within us? What might we do differently to teach students to write in the
genres practiced in Social Work?”

Writing centers need to join together to formalize guidance,
support, and mentoring in order to marshal existing resources of
social capital..

Our relationship with Social Work has been mutually beneficial to the Writing
Center. News of its success spread across campus. Faculty and administrators
alike have touted it as a model the university might adopt as one component of
a reinstated WAC program with enhanced ties to the Writing Center. Here again,
the cognitive dimension of social capital was crucial to developing this resource.
For instance, among its core values, made explicit in the National Association of
Social Worker’s Code of Ethics, is this: “Social workers seek to enhance the
capacity of people to address their own needs.” This ethic resonates with the
mission of the Writing Center, bringing to mind Stephen North’s oft quoted call
in “The Idea of a Writing Center” “to make better writers, not better papers”
(438). This shared value helped to facilitate collaboration between the Writing
Center and Social Work.

In addition to shared values, establishing trust was a critical first step to
building an alliance with Social Work. According to Francis Fukuyama in Trust:
The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity, “Trust is the expectation that
arises within a community of regular, honest and cooperative behavior, based
on commonly shared norms, on the part of other members of that community.
Those norms can be about deep ‘value’ questions like the nature of God or
justice, but they also encompass secular norms like professional standards and
codes of behavior” (26). One challenge to the development of trust was a
negative history in some corners of the university, with faculty in other
disciplines feeling that Rhetoric and Composition specialists, including the
Writing Center director, insist on our views alone about writing and effective
writing pedagogy. A history of top-down WAC initiatives led by compositionists
fostered mistrust when we were perceived as dismissing the values,



assumptions, and beliefs about writing that conflicted with our own.
Understanding this context was essential to developing trust between the
Writing Center and Social Work. An opportunity arose when the chair of Social
Work asked me to come to a department meeting to talk with faculty about
student writing. At the top of her list of concerns was plagiarism. Rather than
resolve this thorny issue in a single meeting, my goal was to establish a
relationship characterized by a spirit of inquiry on my part. Without ignoring the
chair’s request, I suggested that I come to the department meeting not to tell
faculty how to design writing assignments to avoid plagiarism, but first to
listen, to learn about writing in the genres practiced in social work and to find
out what faculty valued in writing in their discipline. I would learn about faculty
perceptions of student writing and invite my colleagues to tell me what they
wanted to learn about writing pedagogy. Based on this information, I returned
later, along with Blake, to offer a workshop that addressed some of Social
Work’s concerns. From this came the idea of our partnership.

This WAC initiative is just one example of a writing center’s efforts to capitalize
on available social capital. Lauren Fitzgerald and Denise Stephens, in their
chapter, “Directors at the Center: Relationships Across Campus,” in The Writing
Center Director’s Resource Book, have argued that writing centers must
develop wide-ranging local relationships with multiple stakeholders if we are to
affect change in the institutions to which we belong. With an eye toward social
capital, in addition to cultivating the resources that inhere in campus
relationships, writing centers need to look outside local contexts in order to
promote social capital. Professional organizations such as the International
Writing Centers Association (IWCA) are an important place to start, a
valuable source of social capital. Just as its website offers a host of resources
for writing center directors, from starting a writing center, to tutor training, to
conducting assessment, so IWCA members need to collect, archive, and share
information to promote both inter- and intra-campus social capital. Like the
IWCA, the WCenter LISTSERV, too, includes conversations in which writing
center administrators share information and ideas to assist in the creation and
maintenance of social capital. Writing centers need to join together to formalize
guidance, support, and mentoring in order to marshal existing resources of
social capital. Because social capital is vital to supporting norms and behaviors
of cooperation and reciprocity–even across conflicting values, assumptions, and
beliefs–we also need to include explicit teaching of relationship-building in
professionalizing future writing center directors.

Note

[1] “Central Valley State University (CVSU)” is a pseudonym.
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Saving writing centers in the face of budgetary cuts

Daniel Reardon

It’s all in the numbers. I wish it wasn’t, but I became acutely aware of the
qualitative pressure placed on writing centers when I became not only assistant
director of our university’s writing center, but also when I filled in as acting
director while our current director began her research leave. Since I had
previously spent a significant amount of time conferencing with my own
students in the center itself and knew the tutors and staff well, I was aware of
the role in a writing center’s survival that numbers play in a service branch of a
university–in other words, how many students use our tutoring services. Our
situation may serve as an example of many such dilemmas writing centers face
in this recession.

No writing center administrator can ever rest too comfortably in regards to his
or her center’s continued support or funding, especially during recessions. Our
university serves nearly 6,500 full-time undergraduate, graduate, and part-time
students. Like many other writing centers, ours relies on the cooperation and
support of several engineering, science, technology, business, and IST
departments, in addition to the regular support we receive from the humanities.
Perhaps because of our natural connection with the humanities and the English
department in particular, the vast majority of our tutees come to us for help
with assignments in their Comp I course–the only writing course required of
undergraduates at the university.

The year before all these changes occurred, our numbers at the
center had been better than ever. Would the same happen again,
after so much administrative and instructional change?

During the last academic year, we had seen our numbers at the Writing Center
spike, due in large part, I think, to our now pedagogically unified Composition I
course, complete with a common rubric, a limited choice of textbooks, and a
common number of essay assignments. Most importantly for the Writing Center,



many Comp I instructors required writing center visits as part of their students’
course grades, though such a requirement was ultimately left up to the
discretion of each instructor. Within a year, writing center attendance increased
almost 40%. The next year, almost immediately upon becoming a staff member
at the Center, I felt a self-imposed need to “keep the numbers up.”

That wouldn’t be easy. The English department, naturally our strongest ally,
was undergoing changes. The composition faculty, in particular, experienced the
most significant change. As a full-time lecturer in English at the university prior
to my accepting the position at the Writing Center, I had always been
responsible for at least two, and sometimes four sections of our Composition I
course. In our first year with a common Comp I course, I had required three
separate visits to the Writing Center for each of my Comp I students. I feared
that my absence from teaching for a year while filling in for the Center director
could affect our attendance numbers, and send precisely the wrong message to
university administration at a time when such administrators were anxiously
looking for areas to reduce or cut entirely, facing statewide higher educational
funding shortfalls.

My absence from Comp I wouldn’t be the only one. Another full-time lecturer,
also responsible for several Comp I sections, and himself a supporter of the
Writing Center, moved on to a tenure-track position at another university.
Additionally, the English chair retired in 2009, so our new English chair faced a
great many enrollment and staffing challenges. Freshmen enrollment at our
university for fall 2009 was at its highest since its historical peak in the late
1970’s. That increased enrollment meant an even greater need for Comp I
instructors, just after two of us had left. The English chair, needing instructors
to teach increasing sections of Comp I in the fall of 2009, was forced to hire
adjuncts to the faculty on a course-by-course basis. Therefore, just as I was
starting my administrative time at the Writing Center, I had to connect with an
entirely new group of Comp I instructors, and hope they would see the
important service we provided at the Center.

Fortunately, the Director of Composition, himself new to the position, strongly
encouraged new Comp I instructors to require Writing Center visits. His support
caused me to recall another old adage, which for us accompanied the one about
numbers–“be careful what you wish for.” The year before all these changes
occurred, our numbers at the center had been better than ever. Would the
same happen again, after so much administrative and instructional change?
This fiscal year, when federal stimulus money would run out, I felt an even
more urgent need to justify our place at the university.

During my first series of emails to instructors, asking for
admittance to do my ten-minute spiel on the Center and hand out
brochures about us, I first experienced that feeling of a sales rep,
calling on potential buyers of my wares.

In an attempt to keep our tutoring numbers where they had been the previous
year, I learned a new skill–sales rep. A certain amount of marketing has always
been necessary for writing centers. We not only have to make incoming
students aware of where we are and what tutoring services we offer, but also
constantly remind current students that we exist. Most writing centers, I’ve
learned, are in similar marketing situations as ours. We have to maintain a form
of advertising, often through flyers posted around campus, notices in the
university’s online newsletter, and solicitations for classroom visits. Many other



writing centers publish newsletters, maintain blogs, and advertise in the school
newspapers. I then hit the campus streets–the Assistant Director’s tradition
each semester–speaking in classes about our tutoring services at the Writing
Center.

These classroom visits may be perhaps the most important–and I hope the
most effective–way of getting the word out regarding who and what we are at
the Writing Center. Many students, I learned, aren’t even sure where we are. As
an instructor, I had always welcomed these visits from my predecessor–a
dynamic, enthusiastic speaker who always made the Writing Center seem like
friendly, helpful, and inviting place. I hoped I could maintain that same positive
atmosphere. During my first series of emails to instructors, asking for
admittance to do my ten-minute spiel on the Center and hand out brochures
about us, I first experienced that feeling of a sales rep, calling on potential
buyers of my wares. After sending dozens of emails two weeks before the start
of the fall Semester, I was disappointed in receiving so few replies. Over half of
the instructors I emailed simply ignored my request. Their lack of
acknowledgment could mean many things, I know, but I couldn’t help feel like
my time–or perhaps the Writing Center–just wasn’t valuable for them.

After checking my predecessor’s archived classroom visit schedules from past
semesters, I realized the same few instructors, year after year, accepted offers
for classroom visits. The rest simply ignored us, for whatever reason. As all of
us in writing centers struggle to serve our student populations, support from
faculty is critical. Was I receiving that support? I’m still not sure, and am
searching for ways to find out.

And as I feared they would be, our numbers were slightly down from last fall
semester by about 100 visits, roughly the numbers represented by my students
the previous year. As it happened, the new full-time English instructors hadn’t
been the problem. During the first week of the fall semester, I had donned my
“sales rep hat” again, and spoke in person with both new full-time English
instructors, who were responsible for a combined eight sections of Comp I.
Talking with the new English instructors must have had some effect; they were
our biggest support during the fall semester 2009–a total of 171 visits between
their eight sections of Comp I. Perhaps their support came in part from the
rapport we built; in other words, going door to door, meeting instructors
personally may have helped. In fact, those English classes in which I did not
make a presentation showed the lowest numbers of students using the Writing
Center. Old adage reaffirmed–it pays to advertise.

If we eliminate Friday and Sunday tutoring, we won’t save quite
enough for a 3% reduction. But cutting hours means we’re not
available to do the very thing we’re supposed to–assist students
with their writing.

Of the 706 undergraduate students who visited the Writing Center in the fall of
2009, 391–well over half–were from English courses. Another 189 came from
two instructors who required Writing Center visits in their large engineering
courses. Therefore, 82% of the students who made use of the Writing Center
came from either English courses or from engineering courses that required
visits. The remaining 18% of student visits were scattered across 88 other
instructors, in whose classes often only one or two students visited us. While
my connection with the English department was as strong as ever, obviously I
wasn’t reaching the engineering, science, business, or IT departments nearly



enough. In talking and corresponding with other writing center administrators,
I’ve learned that this struggle for recognition and support is endemic to tutoring
services at almost every educational level.

So how can I reach out to other departments in addition to English? In my
search for answers, I turned to the work of my peers. Barbara Szubinska and
Sherry Robinson argue in favor of attendance models and outreach, stating that
increased student visits and developing support for writing centers across the
disciplines “is indicative of the effectiveness of our methods and of our desire to
extend our reach” (12-14). However, regarding quantitative analysis of writing
center use, Peter Carino and Doug Enders, despite their qualitative research on
writing center attendance and satisfaction, warn us that a positivistic
framework for numbers analysis ignores the immeasurable value of what we do
at writing centers (102).

Carino and Enders’ study also examines student satisfaction, rather than sheer
attendance numbers. Their research certainly contains lessons for me; of
course my primary concern is with our effectiveness as a writing center. We
can’t be effective, though, if we don’t exist. The raw numbers–not who, but
how many use the center–mean the most to those who fund us. And while
Aubrey Rhodes encourages us to consider our writing centers as businesses
with a product to sell, telling us that “If we can all take the simple business
approach, the writing center can be a major success with a permanent
existence” (11), I’m left wondering just how “simple” that business approach
is–I’ve found it anything but. I’m certainly more comfortable talking
qualitatively about what an undeniable benefit the writing center is for the
student community, but I wonder just how much weight those qualitative
arguments have.

As a looming date with our administrative supervisors at the university
approaches, and I scan our total number of tutoring sessions with last
semester, I can’t help but be a bit concerned. Each department in our
administrative wing of the university has been asked to create estimates for a
3%, 5%, 7%, or 9% budget reduction for the next fiscal year. If we eliminate
Friday and Sunday tutoring, we won’t save quite enough for a 3% reduction.
But cutting hours means we’re not available to do the very thing we’re
supposed to–assist students with their writing. Any other reduction besides
personnel would exhaust our expense and equipment budget. In our upcoming
meeting with the administration, we have to convince them that not only do we
provide a valuable service–which of course, we do–but as well that budget cuts
must pass us by. While we could endure a small reduction in our expense and
equipment budget, anything else will increasingly cripple our ability to function
at the Writing Center.

Lightly armed with my problematic attendance numbers and the support of a
few instructors who recognize our value, I can only hope that it’s enough to
keep us intact in this very tenuous budget year, when schools and colleges
across the country are facing cuts. And during budget conversations with our
administration, while I’ll do my best to steer conversations away–as I should–
from numbers to value, the tension remains. Attendance can improve, and we
can do more to improve our visibility. We just need the time and the funding to
do it. And while I believe–okay, I hope–that our center is not in any real danger,
it’s a critical time to show our real worth. I also think it’s the right time to show
what our writing center will do to improve. It’s time to make the numbers work
for us.
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by Russell Carpenter, Eastern Kentucky University

Keeping pace with digital culture in the writing center

Russell Carpenter

A Culture of Learning

In The Language of New Media, Lev Manovich asks, “What kind of space is virtual space?” (254). This seemingly
simple question will pose a number of challenges for writing centers as they develop services that transcend
physical space. As writing center administrators integrate new media and technology into their operations, they
must continue to invent and articulate theory that informs the development of virtual spaces. In Heuretics,
Gregory Ulmer poses a related question: “What will research be like in an electronic apparatus?” (32). Ulmer
explains that the notion of spatiality has changed since the development and widespread adoption of the
computer (Heuretics 36). Indeed, it has, and the cultural and political landscape of the university has changed
as well, as educational technology and virtual spaces are often at the heart of many academic institutions.

The culture of an academic environment should inform how writing center scholars develop practices for virtual
space. “Put differently,” Manovich writes, “to develop a new aesthetic of new media, we should pay as much
attention to cultural history as to the computer’s unique new possibilities to generate, organize, manipulate, and
distribute data” (314). Therefore, virtual spaces should take into account the “learning culture,” as Anne Ellen
Geller et al. describe it, of writing centers (53). The culture of the writing center is one where students and
consultants discuss writing-related issues as peers, one on one.

Writing center scholars will face the challenge of building digital communities in both
physical and virtual settings.

Historically, writing centers have provided social spaces for intellectual discussion. Elizabeth Boquet, in Noise
from the Writing Center, conveys the “joyful noise” that emanates from her writing center (1). In the prologue
to the book, Boquet finds herself explaining to “Dr. PC,” a professor whose office happens to be located near the
writing center, that the loud disturbance that he heard coming from the writing center was not a “party” but an
academic meeting where productive intellectual work was taking place. On any given day, you can walk into a
writing center and notice that they are often bustling places where “noise,” as Boquet says, fills the air. A
productive writing center is a “noisy” writing center. In addition, they have also served as home to technological
innovations of many kinds. The International Writing Center Association’s 2008 conference theme, for
example, invited participants to consider where writing centers have been and where they are going. It should
not be a surprise that many presenters focused on the innovative use of technology in their writing centers.
Several sessions even proposed further exploration in immersive environments like Second Life, “a 3D online
digital world imagined, created, and owned by its residents,” as Michael Rymaszewski et al. explain (4). Second
Life, at this unique time in the development of academic spaces, serves as a valuable intersection between our
digital culture and the learning culture of the writing center.



According to Thomas Horan, “the key to building vibrant digital communities is to understand the differences
and intersections between communities of place and communities of interest” (62). Writing center scholars will
face the challenge of building digital communities in both physical and virtual settings. However, immersive
virtual spaces hold great promise for writing center work. The immersive virtual space allows students to
engage one another with many of the humanistic and interpersonal connections that are significant to face-to-
face work. Through immersive virtual spaces, writing centers can also create communities of place and interest
by offering visual elements of the physical environment that serve to enhance experiences online. In many
cases, these elements are not readily available in purely textual spaces–like IM chat or e-mail. The move we are
seeing could be to visually-oriented writing spaces.

Picture Writing and the Virtual Space

Virtual museums, galleries, and installations offer perhaps the most compelling examples of what writing
centers might ultimately look like and offer in virtual spaces. Suzanne C. Baker, Ryan K. Wentz, and Madison M.
Woods contend that one of the advantages of teaching with (or in) Second Life is that students can travel to
architectural sites, visit art galleries, and attend performances (61). Furthermore, Julia Gillen, in her discussion
of Schome Park, the first European enclosed island on Teen Second Life (59), argues that a student’s
participation in this environment is a hugely literate activity (72). Gillen makes the point that students might
learn new literacy practices in virtual spaces by expanding their notion of literacy beyond linear print-based
concepts. Writing centers and OWLs might serve the important role of developing multiliterate students
responsive to the “ongoing conversation about the special responsibilities of humanities teachers in a digital
age,” as Stuart Selber says (23). The writing center can, therefore, serve as a member of the university
community not only for traditional print-based literacy practices but multimedia practices as well. The writing
center can serve as a hub for developing new literacy practices indicative of student needs in the 21st century
workplace. Horan notes that “local communities can play a crucial role in defining the nature and types of
electronic-community services available to their citizens” (81). In fact, writing centers and virtual academic
spaces can also assist students in the composition and production of digital media texts. The important concept
of immersion can best be demonstrated through electronic environments.

Technologically sophisticated academic spaces should be responsive to a digital culture
while embracing new methods, even if experimental or provisional.

Kathryn Farley, Michael Nitsche, Jay Bolter, and Blair MacIntyre, in “Augmenting Creative Realities,” “blend the
world of Second Life with real world artistic practices and their expressive range” (96). They call the artistic
practices re-iterations of the interface in which users make artistic statements and express opinions in virtual
spaces (96). Writing center scholars interested in developing virtual spaces responsive to the interests of
students will want to prepare for visual forms of building and production. W. J. T. Mitchell, in Picture Theory,
uses Habermas’s notion of the public sphere to pose his prescient question: “How should we picture the public
sphere and the place of visual representation in it?” (363). As writing centers continue to decipher their spaces
and rearticulate the role of technology within them, Mitchell’s question should continue to drive our scholarly
practices. The virtual spaces in which we build have social foundations and goals. New forms of digital texts are
inherently visual and will serve as the center of virtual spaces, augmenting, to recall Manovich’s work, space
within digital environments.

Electronic Monuments as Digital Artifacts and Picture Writing

While we will certainly face many challenges in constructing new virtual spaces for serious academic work, there
are also examples of scholarship already taking place within spaces like Second Life. This work, in its highly
visual, interactive, and personal form, can serve as a starting point for the ways in which these spaces are used
in the writing center. It is, at least, worth taking a historical look at how these spaces have been used so that
we can attempt to rethink our methods of composition. Tim Guest, in Second Lives, provides a number of
valuable examples of very serious work taking place online. Guest describes 9/11 monuments erected in Second
Life shortly after the tragedy:

In 2005, Second Life residents constructed hundreds of 9/11 memorials. Most avoided controversy: They
built virtual memorial gardens, or virtual memorial plaques, or virtual memorial statues of New York
firefighters raising the American flag. One man, ‘Rusty Vindallo,’ listed the names of all who had died that
day. But another resident, ‘Sexy Casanova,’ bit the bullet, and constructed a much more detailed replica
of the World Trade Center. (16)

SL residents saw the virtual space as a place where they could show their emotion. Residents erected powerful
visual displays to pay tribute to the many people who lost their lives that day. While the monuments took many
shapes and sizes, they had one thing in common–they were visual reminders. We might also consider them
“electronic monuments,” as Ulmer calls them. Like public announcements, these electronic monuments remind



people of personal or cultural sacrifices or tragedy. Guest and Ulmer articulate a cultural and political shift–a
move, as Ulmer says, to “electracy.” Ulmer offers insight into rearticulating the role of technology in an
academic space, depicting visual forms of composition and scholarship in electronic environments.

Ulmer articulates the power of catastrophes to “motivate collective as well as individual reflection on the
meaning and purpose of life” (Electronic Monuments x). He explains that the “disaster of 9/11 occurred at a
time of apparatus shift–the emergence of a global electrate world out of a modern literate society” (x). Virtual
spaces played host to many profound architectural developments. Ulmer and Guest depict important cultural
changes taking place in virtual spaces. Everyday citizens are performing a new composition–one concerned,
perhaps, with visuals more than words.

In much the same way, consultants might learn to compose in these new ways through the use of virtual spaces
and new media technologies. I use the electronic monument as an example of multimedia composition and the
potential for the serious and meaningful academic work that is taking place within virtual spaces. Consultants at
many institutions are prompted to show a knowledge of new forms of digital composition, especially when
working with digital media majors. When prompted to consult digital artifacts, such as a video, consultants can
draw on their experiences with(in) technology to inform their strategies. Technologically sophisticated academic
spaces should be responsive to a digital culture while embracing new methods, even if experimental or
provisional.

Second Life offers a rich academic space for discussing and critiquing what we know and think we know about
working in virtual space. During the spring 2009 semester, consultants at the University of Central Florida
explored the virtual space of Second Life along with several significant building projects. The goal was for
consultants to discuss race, culture, and gender within this immersive space. However, consultants were also
asked what it means to “[l]earn not only how to write about images, but also to write with images,” (11). Based
on talks with digital media students, I offer several exercises piloted at the University of Central Florida as
professional development and digital praxis.

Exercises

Consultants visited Emerson College and toured “Imaging Place,” a place-based virtual reality project that
combines panoramic video and three-dimensional virtual worlds to document situations where the forces of
globalization are impacting the lives of individuals in local communities, as John (Craig) Freeman explains
(“Imaging Place”). Consultants discuss this project and what it means for students to write with/in digital media
and images.

Consultants conducted a scavenger hunt in Second Life to explore some of the rich and interesting academic
spaces now offered online. As part of their weekly training, they visited a list of libraries, museums, and
campuses constructed in Second Life and asked questions of the scholars they found working there.

Consultants were asked to interact with other people (avatars) in Second Life. During the seminar, they
connected experiences in the virtual space with issues of gender, culture, and online persona.

Consultants discussed writing at the Second Life University Writing Center (SLUWC), a virtual space originally
developed at the University of Central Florida as a prototype writing center in an immersive virtual space. At the
seminar, consultants discussed the significance of having an avatar present in their interactions along with
similarities and differences between the immersive space and text-based space.
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Spring 2010 / Columns

Praxis takes on Professionalization and the Writing Center, Part II

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal is proud to present the second installment on
our theme, Professionalization and the Writing Center. Because this topic
generated so much interest, we decided to do a two-part series on
professionalization in our centers. Please see both Part I and Part II of this
exciting topic!

Our Focus section offers a continued meditation on professionalization and the
writing center environment. Kelli Prejean's article relates how her center has
involved undergraduate tutors in the administrative process and how this has
created a flexible and workable center. Kevin Dvorak looks at how an internship
program at his center offers new avenues of professionalization for both his
undergraduates and for himself. Chad Habel describes his career arc from
writing center consultant to writing center director, and offers helpful advice
about transitioning from one role to the next. Mark Hall and Daniel Reardon
tackle professionalization and the writing center from the perspectives of social
capital and actual capital, respectively, offering a hard look at writing center
policy in the larger university system. Finally, Russell Carpenter discusses
professionalizing writing center practice through digital technologies and their
applications for specific centers.

In our Training section, Matthew Schultz takes a new look at consulting with
non-native speakers and suggests we look at these experiences as moments of
cultural translation and hybridity, as two-way rather than one-way streets.
Sarah Dees explains what she learned about both teaching and consulting when
she played both roles, and how, ultimately, these experiences sustain the idea
of writing as a collaborative process. Finally, Jane Hirschhorn discusses the
training side of moving from consultant to director, and how her journey gave
her new understandings of tutoring and of directing.

In our Consulting section, Chris Edwards, a University of Texas at Austin
undergraduate consultant at our Undergraduate Writing Center, discusses how
the writing center has offered him numerous opportunities for personal and
professional development that would be hard to find elsewhere. His article
offers a nice look at the UWC, where Praxis is housed. Our Featured Center this
issue, The Noel Studio for Academic Creativity, is housed at Eastern Kentucky
University and is directed by long-time Praxis contributor Russell Carpenter. The
Noel Studio will open in the Fall of 2010 and promises some exciting
innovations to writing center space and practice. The subject of our Consultant
Spotlight, Orlando Dos Reis, is a writing coach at Virginia Tech. He tells us
about his consulting practices as well as his experience with writing center
professionalization.
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In our Columns section, the Undergraduate Writing Center Research Group
discusses how working at the front desk at the UWC offers professionalization
opportunities due to its liminal nature between consultant and administrator.
The Merciless Grammarian discusses hyphen use in contemporary writing and
seemingly gives in to popular style.
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by Chris Edwards, Jamie Jesson, Lindsey Purvin, Ashley Busby, Anthony
Fassi, Andrew Friedenthal, and Brian Gatten, University of Texas at Austin

The role of front desk staff in the operation of the writing center

A student’s first impression of the writing center is typically made at a reception
desk. In the Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC) at the University of
Texas at Austin, the front desk generally employs two staffers to welcome
students, collect intake information, pair students with consultants, and do their
best to ensure that consultations run smoothly. As a service that strives to
provide a welcoming and supportive environment for students, the front desk's
role is clearly important.

The professional development benefits for staffers working at the front desk
may be less obvious. Our culture tends to distinguish between receptionists and
the "professionals" whom they serve. In the case of the UWC, however, working
at the front desk helps consultants develop skills that they can employ in future
"professional" roles. As an example of the processes and relationships
described in this document, this project itself was a collaborative effort between
the front desk staff and administration here at the UWC.

In this article, therefore, we argue that the job of staffing the front desk offers
an essential professional development opportunity in the writing center. While
working at the front desk may not seem like the most complex role, a closer
look reveals much going on behind the scenes that is fundamental to the
everyday functioning of the writing center. Moreover, being a successful front
desk staffer requires and develops many of the same skills demanded of the
writing center's administrative staff (its assistant directors, coordinator, and
director).

All of the front desk staffers are UWC consultants. During their desk shifts,
staffers use some of the same talents that serve them as consultants (such as
their friendliness and strong communication skills), but they also learn to
develop additional skills needed for the particular situations arising at the desk.
One example is using the skill of diplomacy. Diplomacy encompasses presenting
a professional impression to students; assessing the expectations of consultants
and students; and fulfilling supervisory and intermediary responsibilities should
conflicts arise during consultations. By fulfilling the diplomatic functions of the
front desk role, staffers develop many of the skills required of administrators
who direct writing centers, whose jobs often require them to mediate conflicts;
present a positive, professional face of the writing center to faculty, university
administrators, and members of the public; and maintain a productive balance
between acting as a peer and as a supervisor toward one's colleagues.

Even non-supervisory tasks train staffers on the skills required of high-level
administrative staff. The front desk's daily responsibilities include greeting and



processing students, tracking appointments and consultant availability, and
providing policy and supplemental resource information. Together, these duties
provide staffers with a broad understanding of how the writing center functions
on a daily basis. Staffers, therefore, can develop a comprehensive vision of the
writing center's operation that the average consultant may not get from
focusing on his or her one-on-one consultations, and this big-picture view of
the writing center's operations often encourages them to initiate improvements
in the center's operations.

Responsibilities

Processing Students

As its public face, the front desk staff provides the student's first impression of
the UWC. Front desk staffers mediate between consultants and students to
ensure that both groups have pleasant and productive experiences in the
writing center. Staffers also facilitate successful consultations by informing
students of certain UWC policies so that their expectations are clear and
accurate.

The staff's key responsibility is managing the queue of waiting students and
available consultants, while maintaining the appointment log, and honoring
appointments over walk-in consultations. When processing a student's intake
form, the staff must be aware which consultants may be most appropriate for
the student's needs, as well as determine whether the student is eligible for a
consultation[1]. Knowing how to interpret the intake form effectively improves
professional skills by enhancing a staffers' awareness of how student data will
be used not only in the immediate consultation but also for longer-term
purposes such as statistical research and decisions about budgets and
consultant scheduling.

By combining and handling many low-level tasks in a busy work environment,
effectively contributing to the overall function of the writing center, staffers
quickly develop professionally in their administrative and diplomatic abilities.
Because two consultants staff the UWC’s front desk, their skill development is
reliant upon maintaining the team dynamic. Being aware of one's front desk
partner is absolutely necessary to maintain smooth traffic between students
and consultants. To maximize the number of students a writing center is able to
serve, staffers are responsible for flexible queue management. For example,
while one staffer is greeting a student and informing them about writing center
policies and the potential wait time, the other staffer will check the current and
pending consultations and relay this information, allowing the former to predict
quickly and accurately a reasonable waiting period for the incoming student.
While one staffer fields phone calls or answers an incoming student's questions,
the second will intercept intake forms and input student data into the computer,
and so on. This dynamic of increased awareness of a student's or consultant's
expectations, along with the sharing and juggling of front desk tasks between
the two staffers can be a test of both teamwork and time-management skills.

Effective teamwork, however, doesn't always solve time-management issues.
While fulfilling a writing center's commitments, staffer's also occupies the
unique roles of student, consultant, and supervisory assistant. These combined
positions prepare a staffer to be more receptive when challenges arise and
discretion is necessary to alleviate conflicts. Staffers can ease the frustrations
of students and consultants alike by remaining aware of the general stresses
and expectations affecting each party and by employing center policies to



discover possible alternatives. Mastering these responsibilities allows staffer's to
develop the awareness necessary to manage expectations and maintain a
professional atmosphere at the writing center.

Managing Student Expectations

One of our staffers’ greatest challenges is to serve as intermediaries between
students and consultants. The shift from being a consultant to occupying a
more administrative, supervisory role can be difficult and requires maturity and
professionalism. In essence, working the front desk requires a student to
occupy the role of both a peer and a supervisor. As staffers become comfortable
in this expanded role, they may realize that the job also requires them to
exercise judgment in knowing when to be flexible and when to enforce rules.

Often, students have been to the UWC before and are therefore comfortable
with the goals of a consultation. However, just as often, students may be
unfamiliar with the UWC's process-oriented approach to writing. Here,
discretion is one of the first tools used by the front desk staff when managing
the student's expectations about the center's policies. Reviewing the intake
form with the student is an opportunity for the front desk to discuss the writing
process itself. This is also an opportunity to provide students with supplemental
information such as handouts and online references while they're waiting for
their consultation.

To exercise discretion, staffers must be aware that students are under a great
deal of stress, and, as a place that is set up to help them, the center often
bears the brunt of their frustration when failing to meet their expectations. For
instance, a student may have received incorrect information about the UWC;
may not understand the justifications for its non-evaluative process; or may
display behavior that is unacceptable in the context of a university (or
elsewhere, for that matter). If the student continues to resist after having the
writing center policies explained to them, the front desk staff must use
discretion to determine whether to refer the student to higher administration or
simply turn them away. In some cases, front-desk staffers may need to
intervene in problematic consultations. Intervening requires a consultant to
request a staffer's assistance in ending a consultation or reassigning the
student to a new consultant. To diffuse a difficult situation, a front desk staffer
must assess the student's concerns in order to negotiate alternatives. Again,
this sensitivity to the student's concerns is the key ability of the staffer in
dealing with problematic situations. At this point, they must balance the
positions of both peer and a supervisor to effectively mediate the student and
the consultant's interests. This kind of management is an important
administrative task in any professional situation, and it can only be successful if
the staffer can understand the situation and apply appropriate discretion.

Conclusion

The daily services performed by the front desk staff clearly influence the
supportive environment and administrative tasks required and developed to
maintain a productive writing center. Managing the daily responsibilities
required of the front desk staff is an opportunity to develop professional skills
essential to future employment and professional roles. The job of the staffer
merges the talents of consultants with the managing and mediation skills
applied by the writing center’s administrative staff, allowing them to make the
transition smoothly into a more administrative role. Professional growth begins
with the staffers' capacity to integrate the roles of student, consultant, and



administrator through both the low-level tasks of processing students and the
daily management of policies and expectations.

By formulating and presenting clear versions of the Writing Center's philosophy
for students, front desk staffers start to develop sophisticated, comprehensive
conceptions of the UWC's operations. Engaging in these "meta-consulting"
discussions about the writing center's consulting practices, staffers at the front
desk teach students the Center's philosophy, as opposed to teaching writing in
a way that is informed by that philosophy, as consultants do on a daily basis.
The distinction is important because the Center's director and other
administrators routinely re-examine, revise, and formulate the Center's
philosophy and present it to others in staff orientations and training sessions as
well as in presentations to university administrators and members of the public.

Staffers collect and integrate these revised philosophies and package them
appropriately for daily consulting routines. Also, by serving as the first
impression of the Writing Center, the front desk staffers quickly accustom
themselves to the constant exposure of differing student expectations by
developing awareness of the greater purpose of the writing center. Active
involvement in managing these expectations through the use of teamwork,
organization, and diplomacy allows the front desk staff to apply administrative
skills and leads them forward in a successful transition from being a university
student into a future professional career.

Note

[1] A student is ineligible for consultation when the student is not enrolled as
an undergraduate at UT; requests a consultation for a paper due in two hours
or less; seeks a second consultation on the same day for the same assignment;
or seeks assistance that is inconsistent with the non-evaluative procedures
provided by the UWC.

____________________

Chris Edwards

Chris Edwards is an undergraduate senior studying Rhetoric and English at the
University of Texas at Austin. He is a consultant at the Undergraduate
Writing Center as well as a member of their Research and Publications,
Presentations, and Praxis editing groups. This will be his first published work.

____________________
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James Jesson is a doctoral candidate in the English Department at the
University of Texas at Austin (UT), where he is writing a dissertation on
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____________________

Lindsey Purvin

Lindsey Purvin is an undergraduate in the Rhetoric & Writing and English
Departments at the University of Texas at Austin (UT), where she is
pursuing her teaching certification for secondary education. She is also a
consultant, front desk staffer, and member of the Research & Publication group
at UT's Undergraduate Writing Center.

____________________

Ashley Busby

Ashley Busby is a PhD candidate in the Department of Art History at the
University of Texas at Austin and is completing her dissertation project entitled
"Picturing the Cosmos: Surrealism and Astronomy 1920s-1940s." She has
previously taught at Southwestern University and UT Austin and has worked as
a writing consultant at UT's Undergraduate Writing Center since
2002.
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Anthony Fassi

Anthony Fassi is a PhD student in American Studies at the University of Texas
at Austin and is preparing a dissertation on the cultural history of American
Industrial ruins. He enjoys gardening, roasting coffee, playing cards, and
swimming his way through the long, painfully hot Austin summers.

____________________

Andrew Friedenthal

Andrew Friedenthal is a PhD student in American Studies at the University of
Texas at Austin where he studies the role of comic books in American History.
He is also the Resident Dramaturge, and Vice President of the Board of
Directors, of the New York/Washington D.C.-based theater company,Odyssey
Productions.

____________________

Brian Gatten

Brian Gatten is one of the Assistant Directors of the Undergraduate Writing
Center at the University of Texas at Austin and a PhD candidate in English.
His research focuses on the connections between medieval and 20th century
drama and the rise of illusionistic theater in Europe and the United States.
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The Merciless Grammarian spews his wrath on nasty problems of
grammar, mechanics, and style.

Drawing by Nathan Baran

Least Merciful of Grammarians:

I’ve got to tell you: I got A’s on my papers in college, not least because they
were beautifully punctuated. Now that I’m writing on the job, I find myself
getting corrected for over-punctuating. Take hyphens, for example. In school I
was taught to hyphenate multiple words that modify the same noun: five-
minute break, black-and-white television. My coworkers seem to be
hyphenphobic, though, and tell me to get rid of them. Who’s right?

Caught in the middle,
Linea Under-Singleton

My Most Hyphenated Linea:

Ah, what a difference a little line can make. Within the hallowed walls of
academe, it is indeed common to hyphenate two or more words striving side-
by-side to limit or describe a single noun, as you so ably demonstrate in your
examples. Proponents of this practice cite the confusion that can arise when
such a unit modifier, as it is betimes called, is not hyphenated, viz.

I have finally catalogued my broken glass collection.

Is this a collection of broken glass or a collection of drinking vessels that has
met with an unfortunate accident? A hyphen would clarify the former reading
and avoid the latter:

I have finally catalogued my broken-glass collection.
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That being said, the dear little hyphen is seldom to be found in much writing for
the public sphere. The Associated Press, ever the enemy of the baroque and
byzantine in mechanics, has gone so far as to stipulate “the fewer hyphens the
better” (meanwhile, lament the loss of the comparative comma after hyphens).
While many style handbooks make an appeal for using hyphens to avoid
ambiguity, it seems that the hyphen has become increasingly regarded as a
punctuation mark to ignore rather than to look squarely in its tightly closed eye.
Writers in professional circles have followed suit, perhaps seeing a proliferation
of hyphens as a sign of pedantic prissiness. Some could even make an appeal
to “efficiency,” as if avoiding the hyphen would keep us from depleting our vital
nonrenewable punctuation resources.

I therefore see no solution to your conundrum, Linea. Academics and
academically inspired handbooks will continue to tout the hyphen while
journalists and other writers on the job continue to spurn it. As much as I
would fain ride into battle on my night-black steed to defend this horizontal
episema against all comers, little can be gained by flaunting the expectations of
one’s audience.

Bitter in defeat,
The Merciless One
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by Chris Edwards, University of Texas at Austin

A University of Texas undergraduate's perspective

Chris Edwards

In an academic world that’s constantly becoming more specialized, it can be
difficult for undergraduate students to find a path to their goals that will allow
them not only to make it into their career of choice, but to thrive in it. However,
there are some professional opportunities, such as writing center consulting,
that cater to a variety of disciplines. Writing centers provide a valuable
experience that benefits both the students receiving the service and those
doing the consulting. Professional growth can blossom in such a setting where a
consultant is regularly experiencing new challenges overcoming each student’s
issues and concerns. At the Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC) at the
University of Texas at Austin (UT), consulting is just one of the many
incredibly beneficial opportunities that undergraduate students can partake in
during their time at the university. In just two years working at the UWC, I’ve
been able to participate in a number of project groups, perform editing and
publishing jobs, and spend valuable time working with graduate students. All of
this experience has been useful for both improving my rÃ©sumÃ© and finding
my future career path.

In just two years working at the UWC, I’ve been able to
participate in a number of project groups, perform editing and
publishing jobs, and spend valuable time working with graduate
students. All of this experience has been useful for both
improving my rÃ©sumÃ© and finding my future career path.

Before I started working as a writing consultant, I wasn’t sure how to go about



finding my way in the academic world. I believed I wanted to teach, but didn’t
think grade school or high school were the fields I wanted to prepare for, so
programs like UTeach and Teach for America weren’t options. Liberal Arts
undergraduates like me who are specialized in the writing process have a
similar problem: there really aren’t many established, persistent career-building
jobs and activities that we can sign up for if we haven’t already joined a
teaching program, or managed to find an editing or publishing job. While there
are different kinds of internships available through UT, there are few
opportunities for students related directly to the writing process. However, the
UWC specifically trains and employs undergraduates, so interested students
who meet the requirements and make it into the internship not only receive
course credit, but also a potential paying job and plenty of consulting training.
For me, working at the UWC has allowed me to hone my skills in editing,
improve my organizational abilities, and manage plenty of one-on-one
professional consulting experiences.

Also, aside from any of the sentence level editing skills I’ve developed during
my years as a writing consultant, one of the most important things I’ve taken
away from the experience is a sense of perspective. The process of learning to
relate to hundreds of different students, each with their own unique situations
and concerns, has forced me to view the writing process at a higher level. It
has led me to the realization that writing is a process; no paper is going to be
complete in a single draft. This perspective has served my coworkers and me
well in supporting students with their struggles with their writing endeavors,
and has provided me with a useful outlook into my own writing projects.

Consulting isn’t the only professional opportunity at the UWC either. First of all,
as a Consulting Group leader, I’ve been able to meet with groups of consultants
and serve as an intermediary between both veterans and newcomers. This
provides all of our consultants with the unique opportunity to share their
individual techniques and find a sense of camaraderie that many jobs don’t
provide or encourage. Next, as a member of the Research Group, I’ve had the
opportunity to analyze and compile statistical data about our resources and
operating abilities, which not only puts me in a position to work in tandem with
my higher-ups, but also to directly support the UWC’s growth. Finally, as a
Presentations Group member, I’ve been trained to present the consulting
material I’ve learned to larger audiences. Presentations Group members teach
hour-long lessons to students, usually concerning the writing process or the
revision of their assignments. This kind of experience was perfect for me, as I
wanted to see what teaching college students would be like. After teaching
fifteen classes (and counting), I am certain that teaching at the college level is
the direction I want to take with my career. While not everyone will arrive at
the same career conclusion I have, the wealth of opportunities at the UWC
allows each of us who works here to gain experience in a number of different
specialties.

Throughout my time at the writing center, I’ve been learning
about how to utilize and improve my leadership and personal
communication abilities, as well as how to take advantage of the
opportunities to try many different kinds of jobs, all in one place,
that I would have had little or no access to outside of this one.

Aside from working in different project groups, publishing and editing are two
more professional opportunities that I was able to take advantage of at the
UWC. I’ve had the opportunity to co-author a number of intra-UWC White



Papers that we publish for our consultants, as well as edit for this journal. There
is always something useful to say about the writing process as well as the
methods we use to consult other students, and writing center consultants are
encouraged to publish their thoughts on the subject in a White Paper. In writing
this article and collaborating with my colleagues on others, I’m also receiving
publishing experience that would be unlikely for me to encounter otherwise as
an undergraduate student. Writing, editing, and publishing are all integral parts
of post-graduate work, so of this experience has served to improve my abilities
and has allowed me to confirm my interest in working professionally in the
academic world.

One final and incredibly important benefit that I’ve enjoyed at the UWC is
constant peer-level interaction with graduate students. While programs like the
Intellectual Entrepreneurship[1] allow undergraduates to interact with graduate
students on a one-on-one basis, few other organizations have such a casual
setting and friendly interaction between graduate students and undergraduates.
As consultants of the UWC, undergraduates and graduates work at exactly the
same level. Other than the Assistant Director position, every project group and
work position is equally available to everyone. The atmosphere allows for open
conversation and mutual support among everyone at the center. I’ve received a
great deal of useful information from my graduate colleagues, ranging from tips
for improving my rÃ©sumÃ© and personal statements to their experiences
getting funding and teaching college courses. Their personal experiences have
elucidated my own situation and have assisted me in my decision to apply for
graduate school. During their undergraduate careers, most students only have
graduate students as their instructors. While there is benefit to that kind of
contact, it pales in comparison to the friendly, helpful community that our
writing center facilitates.

Throughout my time at the writing center, I’ve been learning about how to
utilize and improve my leadership and personal communication abilities, as well
as how to take advantage of the opportunities to try many different kinds of
jobs, all in one place, that I would have had little or no access to outside of this
one. Since working here, I’ve been able to consult, teach, do research, and
even lead my fellow consultants in group meetings; the amount of professional
experience I’ve gained has been immense. Moreover, the fact that this is a paid
position has allowed me to support myself financially while gaining all of this
experience. Ultimately, however, the icing on the cake to this wonderful
profession is being able to support other students and being able to watch them
grow as writers and improve their own abilities. Had I not taken the UWC
internship course and continued on to working here, my life would have taken a
completely different, likely less fulfilling path. The experience and relationships
I’ve gained working here have enriched my college career and provided me with
the necessary elements to confidently move forward into the professional
world.

[1]The Intellectual Entrepreneurship is a program at UT that allows
undergraduate students to shadow graduate students and faculty during their
academic activities to better prepare the undergraduates for post-graduate
academic study.

____________________

Chris Edwards is an undergraduate senior studying Rhetoric and English at the
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University of Texas at Austin. He is a consultant at the Undergraduate
Writing Center as well as a member of their Research and Publications,
Presentations, and Praxis editing groups. This will be his first published work.
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Noel Studio for Academic Creativity

Name of center: Noel Studio for Academic Creativity

A computer-generated image of what the Noel Studio will look like when it is completed.

Institutional affiliation: Eastern Kentucky University

City, State: Richmond, Kentucky

Web address: http://studio.eku.edu/

Director: Dr. Russell Carpenter

Year opened: The Noel Studio will open in fall 2010.

History: The dream for the Noel Studio for Academic Creativity began in 2003 when a
plan to relocate the Writing Center to the library was an intended outcome of an
internship between the Director and the former Dean of Libraries (02-03). The Dean was
interested in involving the Department of Communication to consider opening a
Communication Center in the Library as well. The vision came together in 2008. Foremost,
funds came through in a major way. In January 2008, EKU alumni Ron and Sherrie Lou
Noel donated a little over $1 million for the renovation of the University Library and
construction of the Noel Studio–with the stipulation that the process begin as soon as
possible. In 2009, the Noel Studio for Academic Creativity was on its way.



Sponsoring department, school, or organization: Quality Enhancement Programs (QEP),
Department of English and Theatre, Department of Communication, and the Library

Number of consultations in the last year: The Noel Studio is a new program and will
open for consultations in fall 2010.

Square footage: 10,000sf

Services offered: The Noel Studio will offer support for writing, speaking, and research
through one-on-one and group consultations for students from across the disciplines at
any stage of the communication process. Additionally, the Noel Studio will provide areas
for students to practice and deliver presentations, collaborate in breakout spaces, and
explore ideas in invention spaces. The Noel Studio will be ideal for workshops,
orientations, and conferences of all shapes, sizes, and styles.

Staff: Three coordinators will manage the day-to-day activities of the Noel Studio,
establishing ties to writing, communication, and information literacy/research. About 20
graduate and undergraduate consultants from across the disciplines will work directly with
students.

Clientele: The Noel Studio will welcome all students and members of the EKU community.
Clientele will visit from a variety of colleges and departments. Some of the most
interesting discussions so far have been about working with students in the College of
Education on their digital portfolios, health science majors on improving patient
interaction and other similar projects that require written, oral, and multimedia
components, for example.

Money Matters: The major motivating factor in the Noel Studio’s development was a
generous donation of over $1 million from Ron and Sherrie Lou Noel. The Noel Studio
works closely with the Friends of EKU Libraries and Advancement offices to raise funds.

Current events/programs: The Noel Studio will host several exciting events during the
spring semester. Students in a PR Events class will host the “Rock the Studio” event to
raise awareness about the new space and service. The Noel Studio, in conjunction with
the Library, will also offer special behind-the-scenes tours during the spring semester for
select members of the university community. Finally, the Noel Studio will host several
workshops on documentation and revision in conjunction with staff members from the
current writing center.

Philosophy: The Noel Studio for Academic Creativity serves the EKU community as a
collaborative, innovative learning experience dedicated to the improvement of
communication and research skills.



The Noel Studio under construction.

What else should people know about your center? The Noel Studio is a unique vision
for academic spaces, integrating writing, speaking, and research services in one central
location on the EKU campus. Importantly, the Noel Studio is designed as a technologically
sophisticated environment responsive to the needs of students developing communication
products in the 21st century. A variety of touch-screen, mobile, and visual technologies
are planned for the space, allowing students to share, view, construct, and deconstruct
their products in different and meaningful ways. The open design will encourage
collaboration and creative thinking in a flexible and social environment. The different
areas of the Noel Studio, including invention spaces, breakout rooms, presentation
practice rooms, and discovery classroom, will provide creative spaces that engage multiple
learning styles.

Furthermore, the Noel Studio will reinforce the significant ways in which writing, speaking,
and listening are interconnected. In part, this intersection consists of an awareness of
audience, including an understanding of cultural norms; establishment of purpose,
including setting goals; synthesis of information from a variety of sources; appreciation of
differing communication styles; and evaluation and analysis of relevance, adequacy, and
appropriateness.

What are your views on writing centers as sites of professional development for
consultants and consultees? These spaces are well positioned as sites of professional
development for student consultants, members of the university community, and
members of the area communities. Student consultants in the Noel Studio will engage in
ongoing professional development in the form of weekly seminars, an optional
Independent Study, and the Seminar on Composition graduate course offered through the
Department of English and Theatre. Whether taking the course for credit or engaging in
professional development as part of the position responsibilities, consultants will
continuously develop their thinking about their work in the Noel Studio.

The Noel Studio is a space that will foster professional development among consultees as
well. In the Noel Studio, students will be able to refine their writing skills, develop their
speaking abilities, practice group dynamics, and enhance research practices all in one
space. In terms of professional development, the Noel Studio will be a great place for
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students to discuss conference papers and then practice the delivery of their conference
presentation, highlighting the intersection of orality and literacy within this new
environment. They might even refine these related pieces within one visit.

How do you foster professionalization in your writing center? As part of their
ongoing training, student consultants will develop a series of pieces intended to promote
professionalization. Specifically, they will develop a consulting philosophy, a publishable
manuscript merging their disciplinary interests with Studio pedagogy, and workshop
materials for use on campus. Consultants will be part of a scholarly community interested
in the development of critical and creative thinkers who communicate effectively.
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Praxis interviews Orlando Dos Reis, an English and communication major and
a writing coach at Virginia Tech

Orlando Dos Reis

Name: Orlando Dos Reis

Age: 21

Writing center: Virginia Tech

Size of school: 30,000

Year in school and area of study: Senior majoring in English and
communication

Number of years working in writing centers: 2

Job title: Writing Coach

Describe the work you do in the writing center: As a writing center coach,
I meet with students and help them with whatever paper or project they may
have. I have also helped to develop a writing center at the local high school.

Describe the training you’ve participated in: I took a course in writing
center theory and practice in the fall of 2008 and have worked in the writing
center since then. I’m very interested in composition theory and developing
new ideas to utilize in the classroom and writing center–especially with ELL
students.

How do you normally start a consultation? I make an effort to find
something in common with students so they become more comfortable. I



encourage them to read their work aloud and explain why it is so important
that they do so; regardless of what I advise them to do during the consultation,
I always explain why.

Describe your consulting style: I have a very casual and familiar style. I
recognize that I have a certain authority during a session, but I always remind
clients that I am merely a peer, and that I am there to provide another
perspective: I am not an expert.

My favorite kind of consultation is . . . I often have students who have
convinced themselves that they are poor writers and can never come up with a
decent topic. It’s always rewarding when I can help them develop their ideas
more fully and alleviate some of their stress.

My greatest strength as a consultant is . . . I look for different perspectives
when reading students’ papers with them. For instance, if the paper is
argumentative, I am never afraid to play devil’s advocate. Sometimes this
means the student might have to go back and revise their paper, but I like to
think it will make for a stronger argument.

My greatest weakness is . . . The less I know about a student’s topic (like an
engineering paper), the more prone I am to be aware of my limitations as a
reader. In these cases, the student has much more authority on the subject
than I do, so most of the content is his/her judgment call. But this reticence
has taught me to pull back from overstepping boundaries in other conferences
as well, such as when working with a student in a subject that is more familiar
to me.

What I like about working in a writing center is . . . It lets me work one-
on-one with students to build valuable education experience. As a peer, I can
relate to other students–what assignments they respond to well, the ones they
don’t, and why–and I can take all of this with me when I become a teacher.

What I don’t like is . . . When teachers force their students to come to the
writing center before submitting a paper. In some cases the students benefit
more than they expected and continue to use the writing center as a resource;
mostly, however, the students tend to be very passive and indifferent during the
session, as if it were a punishment.

My oddest consultation was . . . I had to help a French student with a
personal narrative, and she handed me a red pen so I would fix all of her
mistakes for her. Luckily for her I speak French, so much of the session was
spent developing her ideas–she spoke to me in French, I responded in English–
and we actually didn’t focus on the paper. She had been thinking about the
paper in English, which was very difficult for her because she obviously had
limited experience with the language.

What advice would you give to beginning consultants? Learn another
language, or at least draw from prior language learning experiences. Needless
to say, many appointments will be with ELL students, and understanding how
they feel in a completely new and different environment can go a long way
during the session.

What kind of writing do you do? Much of my writing is creative since that is
my focus, but in the past year I have done a lot of research-based writing. I’m
looking to combine the two in some way.
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How has working in a writing center affected the way you write? It has
made me much more conscious of what I write versus what I actually mean.
After working here, I noticed I started looking for things like tone and clarity
much more.

How has working in a writing center helped your professional
development? It has certainly played a role in helping me decide to go into
teaching. I would like to become a professor someday, so I value the
experience of being able to help students on their writing projects. Working in
the writing center has made me very interested in the disconnect between high
school and college level writing, and why so many incoming freshmen struggle
with writing. This disconnect will be something I research in the future.

What else do you want to tell us about yourself? I presented a paper titled
“Harry Potter and the Transition from Childhood to Young Adulthood” at the
2009 Midwest Popular Culture Association conference, and I was also part of a
panel, “I Have Used All My English Words,” at the 2009 NCPTW conference. I
am hoping to participate in two additional conferences this year, as well as
return to the NCPTW conference in Fall 2010.
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by Matthew Schultz, Saint Louis University

Thinking of non-native speakers as guides in the tutoring moment

Matthew Schultz

In a 1987 interview with Beth Wald, Wolfgang GÃ¼llich, a respected German
rock climber, said, "In climbing you are always faced with new problems in
which you must perform using intuitive movements, and then later analyze
them to figure out why they work, and then learn from them" (70). Re-reading
the GÃ¼llich interview, I’m reminded how much the writing process resembles
climbing, and how — in most instances — climbers talk about their sport like
writers talk about their craft, because it is equally true that “In [writing] you
are always faced with new problems in which you must perform using intuitive
movements, and then later analyze them to figure out why they work, and then
learn from them.” Like climbers, writers collaborate to solve problems: they
consult colleagues and mentors for guidance. And just as guides cannot climb
the rock for their protÃ©gÃ©s, writing center consultants cannot write papers
for their clients. Both the climber and the writer must take risks in order to
succeed.

Sometimes the first move is the hardest; sometimes it is the last move that
causes greatest difficulty; sometimes we get stuck in the middle. Many
professional rock climbers spend their entire careers trying to solve a single
bouldering puzzle, or figuring out a particular route up a rock face. And what is
amazing about the sport is not that single, charmed attempt when the climber
is able to reach the top, but that each subsequent attempt tends to be



successful because the climber in collaboration with his or her guide, has
figured out the proper sequence of maneuvers combining strength, dexterity,
and knowledge of the rock itself. Climbing guides are not necessarily better
climbers than their protÃ©gÃ©s, they simply provide a different perspective of
the rock-face: from the ground they are able to easily maneuver around the
rock to recognize routes that the climber, stuck in a position that limits his or
her field of vision, might not see. A similar logic applies to writing.

American universities and writing centers are seeing an influx of
NNS students and clients.

I have found Cultural theorist, Azade Seyhan’s work, especially her discussion
of diasporic literature in Writing Outside the Nation (2000), particularly useful
when thinking about issues surrounding non-native speaking (NNS) writing
center clients. Seyhan refuses the terms ‘ethnic’ and ‘immigrant’ literatures
because those designations change as groups assimilate into the dominant
culture. She prefers the terms ‘diasporic’ or ‘transnational’ because these words
call for hybridity, ‘space between’ that represents the hyphen that diasporic
people carry (ie. African-American, Asian-American). Seyhan’s suggests that
the hyphen draws closer even as it divides — if the dominant culture allows it. I
initially read Seyhan’s book while thinking about the ideological underpinnings
of composition assignments, but I also began to apply her theory of cultural
translation to the university’s writing center.

American universities and writing centers are seeing an influx of NNS students
and clients. And as Nancy Hayward reminds us, “it is important to acknowledge
that the concept of culture is a value-free concept. In other words, there is no
‘right’ or ‘wrong’ culture. What we want to accomplish is simply a better
understanding of our own and other cultural beliefs and behaviors” (2). More
often than not, then, I find myself relying on my training as a post-colonial
literary critic and amateur rock-climber during consultation sessions in order to
step outside of established cultural binaries to approach a more dialectic
client/consultant relationship. Basically, this means doing two things: explicitly
discussing the client’s understanding of rhetorical theory, and risking my
‘authority’ as cultural ambassador — or guide — in order to allow the process of
cultural translation to occur.

If NNS students begin drawing rhetorical agency from their
unique experiences as non-native speakers in the American
university, they may be able to take on the role of cultural
informant in the classroom thus instigating a more collaborative
and hybrid environment.

Recalling Julie Bokser’s examination of Carol Severino’s three political stances
to ESL or NNS students (assimilationist, accomodationist, and separatist), I
began to question what it means to belong to an academic community, be it the
university as a whole or the writing center specifically. Bokser lays out one of
the fundamental problems of ‘belonging’ that consultants encounter when
working with NNS students: “While helping ESL students to write promised
liberation via academic and economic advancement, it simultaneously posed
constraint by imposing uncomfortable standards and even threatening loss of a
home culture” (49). Consultants (and instructors) often find themselves
defining their reaction to this issue in one of three ways: “assimilationist — a
teacher (or tutor) who advocates standard English and the loss of home
culture; accommodationist — one who advocates joining mainstream discourse



but also values biculturalism; and, separatist — one who wants ESL students to
keep their native, accented voice” (Bokser 51). But is there a way out of this
seemingly closed response system in which the consultant or instructor holds
the authority to make this decision for a client/student? For these students,
there are seemingly only two positions: they can become proficient writers in
English, erasing all trace of their native accent, or they can retain their native
accent and have their ideas judged as inferior because of their unwillingness to
conform to foreign strictures.

Despite the claim of non-evaluative collaboration, writing centers often operate
within an organized hierarchy of consultant (expert authority)/client (novice
student) — and certain studies argue that collaboration requires at least some
level of consultant authority. This binary, however, becomes even more extreme
when the client is a non-native speaker who is charged with the task of crafting
an American-styled argument for an American audience. On one hand is the
consultant who acts as the representative or ambassador for the American
university; on the other hand, the client, who with increasing regularity may be
a non-native speaker, is defined as the minority ‘other.’ Whether the consultant
identifies him or herself as an assimilationist, accomodationist, or separatist is
of little concern because each stance grants the consultant/instructor the
authority to choose how clients negotiate cultural difference. In this schema,
the client never expects the consultant to compromise her cultural authority,
and in such a relationship, no cultural translation can occur, no hybrid discourse
can be created.

According to Peter Carino, “[writing centers] have almost uniformly maintained
their identity as nonhierarchical, friendly places where students can feel
welcome” (101). But, Nancy Grimm argues that non-hierarchical, non-directive
consultation methods “protect the status quo and withhold insider knowledge,
inadvertently keeping students from non-mainstream culture on the sidelines,
making them guess about what the mainstream culture expects” (31). In order
to take the guesswork out of writing center consultations, especially when
dealing with non-native speakers who are asked to intuit not only the American
argumentative model, but to negotiate a new and sometimes antagonistic
culture, writing center consultants must discuss cultural differences with their
clients. The key word here is discuss. This is an instance where one-on-one
discussion in the writing center can influence the composition classroom. If NNS
students begin drawing rhetorical agency from their unique experiences as non-
native speakers in the American university, they may be able to take on the
role of cultural informant in the classroom thus instigating a more collaborative
and hybrid environment.

To call the work we do in writing centers collaborative,
consultants must be willing to forfeit cultural authority and
endure the same critical questions that are posed, and criticisms
that are offered, to non-native speakers.

Michele Eodice claims, “The best thing we can do (indeed the thing we do best)
is to help students see how several dimensions of their lives are collaborating in
a text; after all, the act of visiting a writing center isn’t the only thing that
constructs a student as a writer” (119). What Eodice describes is a method that
I refer to as holistic consulting, wherein consultants and client converse
dialectically about the whole rhetorical situation. Often times, and again, this
issue seems to be magnified when working with non-native speakers,
consultants feel that there is not enough time in a forty-five minute



consultation session to address issues that are ostensibly larger than what we
consider traditional higher-order concerns. For example, in traditional
consultations we often engage with an author’s message and issues of audience
(Does the essay contain an argument? Is the argument properly supported with
valid evidence? Is the essay well organized? Does it transition from idea to idea
so that the audience does not have to piece the narrative together?). Yet rarely
is there time to discuss the author’s role in the rhetorical triangle. And this
perceived lack of time leads to silence and confusion about what is expected of
the writer. But as Anne Ellen Geller insists, “Laments about a lack of time are
never simply about a lack of time. They are statements about priorities. They
are expressions of fear. They mask concerns about exposing inadequacies”
(91). We often overlook foundational questions that are above both lower- and
higher-order concerns such as “Why do you write?” or “How do you understand
or define rhetoric?” Even more often we neglect to spend time in a consultation
talking about the author, and instead we privilege the ‘message’ and ‘audience’
points on the rhetorical triangle. By explaining and exposing the underlying
rhetorical framework of any given assignment, clients may better understand
their rhetorical role as well as the consultant’s role as collaborator.

If consultants engage clients in a dialogue that helps both achieve greater
transparency in the writing process, perhaps we can approach a more hybrid
discourse in which NNS clients become leaders of the conversation and
consultants begin to learn about foreign cultures and rhetorical systems.
Marilyn Cooper offers one way to make the writing process more transparent to
clients: “by helping [clients] understand how and the extent to which they are
not owners of their texts [,] by helping them understand, in short, how various
institutional forces impinge on how and what they write and how they can
negotiate a place for their own goals and needs when faced with these forces”
(italics original, 108), consultants can instigate a conversation that begins to
demystify academic writing. “Too often,” writes Catherine Latterell, “[students’]
experiences teach them that the cultures and literacies that have given them a
sense of identity are not privileged by academic institutions” (emphasis added,
108). Writing center consultants have an opportunity to work with students to
help them maintain their sense of identity within academic boundaries by
clearly defining those boundaries. The trade off is that that we might be better
equipped to explain the American rhetorical model if we understand the
complexities of foreign argumentative styles. Transparent dialogue leads to a
better understanding by both consultant and client of different types of
argumentative models, and could ultimately lead to more successful
consultations and more confident NNS writers. But consultants must be willing
to learn, not just coach/guide/tutor, which are all words that place the
consultant in an authoritative position based on cultural hegemony.

Despite our best attempts to promote collaborative learning, we must honestly
ask ourselves, are we successful? Like Diana Calhoun Bell and Madeleine
Youmans in “Politeness and Praise: Rhetorical Issues in ESL Writing Center
Conferences,” I don’t think so. To call the work we do in writing centers
collaborative, consultants must be willing to forfeit cultural authority and
endure the same critical questions that are posed, and criticisms that are
offered, to non-native speakers. We must not be so focused on teaching our
NNS students about American popular culture that we fail to acknowledge the
importance of the client’s cultural identity in his or her writing.

Like rock climbers and their guides, writers and consultants rely on one
another’s unique perspective of an assignment or writing process to negotiate



the most effective strategies for producing a successful piece of writing. The
participants in both relationships later analyze those strategies to figure out
why they work. If this hybrid, dialectic discourse does not take place, we risk
sending the message that the American rhetorical model is ‘right’ and the
client’s native model is ‘wrong’ — a distinction that is not only unproductive, but
also culturally destructive.
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The role of the writing center in literacy and higher education

Sarah Dees

Writing center work has been an integral part of my higher education
experience. I tutored in the writing center during my undergraduate years and
as a master’s student[1]. Now a doctoral student in religious studies and
Native American studies at Indiana University, I am still a writing tutor, and
have recently started working as a teaching assistant. There are countless ways
in which skills I have developed as a tutor have prepared me for teaching.
However, I would like to look beyond connections others have made regarding
transferable skills students develop in the writing center[2], and reflect instead
on the ways in which the writing center pedagogy can influence the intellectual
development of employees, with potentially significant effects on their academic
and professional careers. The practice of tutoring and the intellectual
environment of the writing center have impacted, first, my understanding of
individual student learning; second, an awareness of disparities within the
structures of higher education that affect student learning; and ultimately, my
own educational trajectory. At the outset of my higher education experience, I
had the notion that my college education would be a path of individual
enlightenment, supported by a steady growth in personal knowledge. While this
may be true in a sense, working in writing centers has helped to complicate this
understanding of higher education, alerting me to the many unknowns that
confront us in learning, tutoring and teaching. In what follows, I briefly explore
some of these unknowns, ultimately hoping to highlight the role of the writing
center in literacy education, broadly conceived, not only for students that visit
the writing center, but those involved in writing center work.

The first important take-home lesson I learned in my writing
center work, then, regarded the collaborative nature of writing.



Initially interested in studying literature and creative writing, I took a class on
writing center tutoring and writing pedagogy in my second semester as an
undergraduate, and started working as a writing consultant the following fall. I
wanted a job on campus, I liked writing, and I thought I could help people. My
initial ideas about what constituted writing center work quickly melted away
when I learned in our class that my job would not, in fact, involve waving a
magical grammar wand or telling students how I would write their papers if I
were them. I found that the work was most often just, well, talking with
students–about their writing process, their concerns, their questions. The first
important take-home lesson I learned in my writing center work, then,
regarded the collaborative nature of writing. As a tutor, and as a writer, I was a
participant in a conversation. Being engaged in discussions about collaboration
in the writing center prepared me for graduate work in the humanities,
introducing me to the important role peers, friends and colleagues play in a
graduate student’s writing process. While we may perform the act of writing in
isolation–in dorm rooms, cafÃ©s, or libraries–we write for an audience, and our
writing fits into larger dialogues. The conversations we have–with peer tutors in
writing centers, with classmates in seminars, and with colleagues over coffee–
help to clarify our thoughts and enrich our research and writing. Although we
may write as individuals, we write for communities.

As an instructor, I wonder, how can I transfer this understanding about the
collaborative nature of writing to my classroom? Certainly, skills I have learned
as a tutor have helped me prepare for the challenges of instructing. For
example, I can read students’ papers at a quicker pace, discuss plagiarism
issues with them, and direct them to online writing resources. But the question
remains of how to create valuable assignments, and provide useful feedback to
all of my students–especially when I may have as many as ninety students per
semester, and when my tasks, in addition to teaching and tutoring, include
taking classes of my own, applying for funding opportunities, engaging in
departmental service, and carrying out my own research and writing. Thus, a
significant unknown for new instructors involves how exactly to encourage
student development through writing. As I consider this challenge, the question
arises of where and how student learning actually takes place.

Before I began teaching, I imagined that, as an instructor, I would be
positioned closer to the site of students’ learning. However, as an instructor, I
sometimes feel further away from the site of student learning. Differences exist
in the ways in which tutors and instructors approach student writing, in
particular, the matter of grading and the amount of time spent on feedback to
individual writers. As a tutor, I was trained to not to discuss grading, yet as an
instructor, I am required to evaluate student writing. Furthermore, faculty
mentors and more experienced graduate students advise new instructors to
spend as little time on grading as possible as possible. We commonly hear a
refrain warning us to guard our time: “Be careful to not let your teaching
interfere with your research!” This is very different from a tutor’s experience,
spending what now seems like a leisurely half-hour or hour discussing students’
paper with them, one-on-one.

I take seriously the idea that the work we do in writing centers
and classrooms can empower students, and I feel impelled to
continue thinking about structures of privilege in which I may be
complicit, as well as ways I can counter these structures.



Thus, tutors and instructors interact with student writers in quite different
ways. As tutors, we are in conversation with students for a brief amount of
time, where our discussion focuses on a few elements of their assignment. We
meet with students while they are somewhere in the middle of their projects,
and we rarely see the “final” versions. After they leave the writing center,
tutees are responsible for their revisions, and their instructors have the final
say on their work. However, as a new instructor, I spend much less time on
each of the many more papers I must evaluate. I often do not have the chance
to speak with students, one-on-one, as they are in the midst of writing. I had
previously assumed that the role of a tutor was a small part of the student’s
writing process; now I find that a tutor may spend more time on a student’s
paper than the student’s instructor will. From the viewpoint of an instructor,
then, significant student writing development takes place out of my reach. In
some ways student learning is intangible–it is impossible to fully grasp or touch,
to handle or mold, by tutors or instructors. We are left to wonder, where and
how does writing development occur? Are students visiting the writing center?
Are they having conversations with their peers? Does their “educational
experience” happen on their way from the classroom to the writing center, or
on the way back to the classroom? Participating in these two roles, tutor and
teacher, allows me to witness different phases in students’ writing processes.
After observing students’ writing from both perspectives, the development that
occurs seems to be more firmly in the hands of the students.

As my understanding of the nature of writing began to change, in my early
experiences as a tutor, so too did my understanding of the world of higher
education in which we write. Discussions in the writing center–on topics such as
white privilege and institutionalized racism, as well as other interconnected
forms of oppression–alerted me to the ways in which educational opportunity is
not as universally accessible as I had previously assumed. A number of scholars
have written about the need for critical analysis of privilege in higher education,
generally, and in the writing center, in particular. The work of Nancy Grimm,
Victor Villanueva, and Frankie Condon, among others, was important for me
early on–and I find myself returning to their work as I think about how to
address the issue of educational inequality in my teaching. Despite institutional
emphases on multiculturalism and diversity, racialized achievement gaps
remain at all educational levels. As Villanueva argues, new forms of racism,
including “color-blindness,” make it more difficult to name and discuss
inequalities. In fact, an emphasis on individual learning may contribute to the
obfuscation of systemic oppression, in which higher education has been
complicit. I am thinking, for example, of the historic effort in the United States
to assimilate indigenous populations through forced attendance at boarding
schools. Scholars such as David Wallace Adams in Education for Extinction have
likened this “educational experience” to a war against indigenous cultures. And
so, while instructors must consider how to encourage learning at the individual
level, they must also confront ambiguous systems of privilege and oppression
that structure students’ educational experiences. I take seriously the idea that
the work we do in writing centers and classrooms can empower students, and I
feel impelled to continue thinking about structures of privilege in which I may
be complicit, as well as ways I can counter these structures. I cannot help but
think that, despite the potential pitfalls of placing too much hope on personal
educational transformation, students’ individual learning experiences have an
important part to play in resisting continuing forms of oppression. The
challenge I now face is bringing knowledge of individual practices and
institutional structures together to form meaningful educational opportunities–



that account for historical oppression in which higher education has played a
part.

[O]ut of discussions I had in the writing center has grown a
research agenda that I would not have envisioned at the outset of
my undergraduate education.

The ideas I have highlighted thus far have influenced the ways I hope to
structure my classes, but more than that, they have influenced my own
educational trajectory. Discussions I first had in the writing center–about race
and racism, their intersections with sexism, heterosexism, ethnocentrism, and
ableism–tuned me into the ways people categorize others, and the ways
language can be used to perpetuate as well as challenge oppression. I was
initially drawn to the study of religion because I wanted to learn more about
other cultures. In many ways, this impulse paralleled the celebration of
diversity and multiculturalism that, as I mentioned, scholars are now
challenging for its obfuscation of continuing inequality. I have since become
interested in the very ways the term “religion” has been deployed historically,
to either aid in colonial efforts or to resist them. My research focuses on
methodological and theoretical issues involved in the study of religion, and the
ways in which racialized understandings of religion have long influenced
scholarly and popular understandings of different cultural groups. (In other
words, all of the things you are not supposed to discuss at parties–religion,
race, and politics.) Much of my work examines the ways in which knowledge
and norms are constructed and maintained, ideas that I began to explore in the
writing center. While it is possible that I may have eventually decided upon a
similar topic had I not become involved in writing center work, I may not have
approached this research in the same way. Every day, I confront the legacy of
racialized oppression affecting higher education students; this understanding
fuels my work, inspiring me to continue historical research into the
constructions of racial categories. Hence, out of discussions I had in the writing
center has grown a research agenda that I would not have envisioned at the
outset of my undergraduate education.

In closing, I acknowledge that I have raised more questions that I can currently
answer about writing, learning and teaching. (In trying to take stock of a few
already-known unknowns, I seem to have uncovered some new unknowns!) I
feel like I have much yet to learn about writing pedagogy, literacy practices,
and critical theory on higher education, and I’m looking forward to future
conversations on these topics–many of which, I imagine, will take place in the
writing center.

Notes

[1] I would like to thank Sandy Davis, Moira Ozias and Beth Godbee for many
helpful suggestions and invigorating conversations.

[2] For example, Kathleen Welsh highlights valuable skills tutors can develop in
her article “Shaping Careers in the Writing Center.” These include experience
with administration, public and client relations, personal writing and
professional development.
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One woman's journey to writing center management.

Jane Hirschhorn

My path toward writing center (WC) management began in the fall of 2002
when I was hired as a writing tutor at Mount Ida College, a small liberal arts
school outside Boston[1]. Although I had been a writing tutor for about a
decade, this position was my first experience working with college students.
Looking back, I realize that my journey has been marked by gaining experience
and expertise as a tutor, learning from mentors, seizing leadership
opportunities, and embracing my own ambition.

Gaining Experience

My journey started by gaining experience as a writing tutor in this new
environment. My work with students, particularly the ones who struggled the
most, spurred me to develop a variety of tutoring strategies in an effort to find
the best ones that worked for each writer. I learned that it was unrealistic for
me to identify and clarify every idea and issue involving language construction
within a 30-minute session. Instead, my goal became to move the writer and
the writing process forward by asking questions and making suggestions. After
years of working with student writers, I learned to look for evidence of
coherence, organization, and idea development in every draft. When I read
Stephen North’s guiding principle that writing centers should “ . . . produce
better writers, not better writing” (438), I was heartened to realize that my
goals for student writers were in keeping with this central idea, which is still
cited more than two decades after its publication. Equally important, I realize
now that my own goal of moving both writer and writing forward were in line
with the college’s goal of offering students the professional preparation and
experiences they would need upon graduation.



Equally important, I realize now that my own goal of moving both
writer and writing forward were in line with the college’s goal of
offering students the professional preparation and experiences
they would need upon graduation.

Excellent Mentoring

Another important experience on my path toward management has been
learning from knowledgeable and helpful managers. My supervisor helped me
further develop my tutoring skills and created a warm, yet serious work
environment during my first years at Mount Ida. She continues to be helpful to
me, offering advice and strategies for working with some of the school’s most
challenging students. As a staff member, I observed how she defused a
personality conflict between two colleagues calmly and with tact. I also received
excellent mentoring from her supervisor, the dean of academic services, who
offered useful advice in approaching sensitive situations with individuals and
departments throughout the college. Both of these mentors created the best
possible environment for my professional growth.

Developing Expertise and Embracing Leadership

A key development in my movement into management coincided with positive
changes in the tutoring program, which provided me with greater opportunities
to develop my expertise as a tutor. Until December 2004, writing tutors (who all
work part-time) worked alongside content tutors in the Academic Success
Center (ASC), which was part of Academic Services. In January 2005, the
Writing Center was created and moved to a different building thanks in part to a
grant the college received from a private foundation. The new space was larger,
brighter than its former location, and housed in a building with classrooms and
faculty offices. There were managerial changes as well. The grant and the move
allowed the college to hire a part-time supervisor to manage daily activities and
provide input to my manager, who, as the ASC director, would also serve as the
Writing Center Director.

I realize now that Mount Ida’s commitment to writing tutoring with the creation
of a separate WC was an important part of my professional advancement,
allowing me to broaden my professional perspective and to further develop my
expertise regarding best practices. Although I had been encouraged to apply for
the supervisor position at that time, I knew I wasn’t yet ready for the
responsibilities and vision the position demanded.

Nonetheless, the move to the new space proved to be a turning point for me
because it allowed me to identify and seize opportunities for leadership. In the
new space, I began to view myself as an ‘elder statesman’ when new tutors
were hired. As I got to know my colleagues, I passed on the knowledge I had
learned from my managers: I told them about our student population, the
types of papers they might expect to encounter, and some strategies that I
found effective. I enjoyed teaching others what had taken me years to learn,
and I was equally interested in learning about my new colleagues’ past
experiences and their work with Mount Ida students.

I embraced another leadership opportunity when my supervisor asked me to
make faculty presentations on behalf of the WC, a task usually reserved for the
supervisor. The presentations enabled me to meet faculty from a variety of
disciplines and departments and foster excellent professional relationships with
them over the years. The presentations also further developed my leadership



skills by introducing the WC to new students and promoting its services. In
addition, the talks increased my visibility on campus; I recognized and greeted
more faculty and students as I walked across campus or chatted with them
about writing assignments when I ran into them in the dining hall.

Embracing Ambition

My deepening relationships with colleagues and faculty marked another
accomplishment on my path toward management: awakening my professional
ambition. I began to consider the perception of the Writing Center by faculty,
students, and staff beyond its day-to-day activities. Although the WC and its
staff were well-regarded by students and my colleagues in the academic
services department, I wanted more faculty to use our services and desired our
office to have wider communication and outreach. With this awakening ambition
came the realization that, after working at Mount Ida for almost four years, I
might be able to effect some of these changes.

This feeling of ambition was a significant departure for me professionally. I had
always been a conscientious employee and was proud of my work, but for the
first time I wanted more. I thought about the WC not as just a place to work,
but as a place that embodied my ideas about how to support students through
the complex task of writing. What’s more, I wanted to reach greater numbers of
students and faculty and provide them with information as to how we could
best support their work.

My path to becoming a manager took six years, and the time has
been well spent. It began by me being a conscientious employee
seeking to gain tutoring experience, which grew to expertise.

Time passed. My supervisor left Mount Ida in 2006 to accept a tenured English
faculty position, and the supervisor position opened up. This time I applied for
it. I felt I was ready professionally and personally. My children, then eight and
six, had made a smooth transition to elementary school, and their growing
independence would make it easier for me to embrace the added
responsibilities and hours the supervisor position would entail. I was
disappointed when I was not chosen, but I decided to focus on supporting the
new supervisor by passing on the knowledge and wisdom I had gained from
working here.

My decision worked well for me. The new supervisor was an excellent choice.
She was experienced, intelligent, and impossible not to like. I was impressed by
how quickly she developed a keen understanding of the college and its
constituencies. Moreover, she was generous: she encouraged me to develop
initiatives to improve the WC and supported my professional growth, including
providing editorial advice on an article I published in 2007 in Praxis that
compared common writing concerns of ESL and LD students.

In many respects, the article represented a coalescence of my progress toward
management, encompassing my experience, knowledge, and leadership. In the
article, I drew on my years of tutoring experience and expertise with these two
populations, noting that effective writing tutors need to think about tailoring
writing process strategies to the different needs of each student. The article
also illustrated my leadership skills within the profession as someone who was
contributing to writing center scholarship. In addition, the publication of the
article captured the attention of my colleagues and superiors at Mount Ida, and,
I believe, was an important factor in my selection as WC supervisor when the
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position again became open in April of the following year.

My path to becoming a manager took six years, and the time has been well
spent. It began by me being a conscientious employee seeking to gain tutoring
experience, which grew to expertise. Meanwhile, I was benefiting from good
mentors. As time passed, I developed leadership skills and embraced my own
ambition. These experiences led me to desire more from myself professionally,
motivating me to publish two articles.

Based on my own experience, I offer this advice to people hoping to move into
a management position: think of yourself as a learner and as a leader: as a
learner by gaining knowledge from writing center colleagues and scholarship;
as leader by envisioning initiatives that could help your writing center enhance
its perception and increase its outreach among students, staff and faculty who
you don’t encounter regularly. As a leader, the path toward management can
come to those who contribute “locally” as a resource for colleagues at their
school, and more broadly to the writing center community by contributing to a
professional journal or presenting at a conference, the latter of which is a
personal goal for me.

Like the writing process, my path to management has involved brainstorming,
writing, revising, and taking suggestions from others. The process has been
both enjoyable and, at times, difficult, and I have learned much about people,
leadership, and myself along the way.

Note

[1]The author wishes to thank Deborah Hirsch, Dee Mallon, and Christine
McLaughlin for their helpful comments and suggestions in preparing this article.
She is also grateful for the ongoing support of her supervisors, students, and
staff at Mount Ida.
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CFP: Fall 2010 Issue of Praxis: Quantitative and Qualitative Visions of
the Writing Center

Our Fall issue of Praxis: A Writing Center Journal asks how we are to measure,
evaluate, understand, review, or enumerate the purposes of writing center
practice, either internally or for the larger university system. We invite
contributors to look at different ways to evaluate the day to day work of writing
centers from the very emotional, interpersonal level to the strictly numerical.
Many writing centers track quantitative information from the people the serve,
to what end is this information put? Are qualitative and quantitative analysis
mutually exclusive or do they work together? Many Praxis contributors over the
years have focused on the quality of their clients' experiences in visiting their
writing centers, how can we translate these very human concerns into an
analysis of writing center practice? Some article ideas include, but are not
limited to:

- Proving how the work we do is effective beyond the writing center
- How directors balance qualitative and quantitative concerns within the center
- The performance concerns of university administrators
- The purpose of keeping detailed logs of clients in our centers
- Showing how quantitative and qualitative information interacts
- Focusing on interpersonal relationships or creating a safe space over
quantitative concerns
- Systems for tracking the different ways of viewing writing center work,
performance, volume, demographics, and other statistical information

As always, Praxis also encourages submissions on a wide range of topics related
to writing centers. We welcome articles from writing center consultants and
administrators related to training, consulting, labor issues, administration, and
writing center news, initiatives, and scholarship. Praxis is also interested in
reviews, interviews and survey data related to writing centers.

Submission guidelines:

Recommended article length is 1000 to 2500 words. Articles should conform to
MLA style, 7th Edition. Please send submissions as a Word document e-mail
attachment to Anthony Fassi at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu. Also include the
writer’s name, e-mail address, and affiliation. Because Praxis is a Web-based
journal, please do not send paper; we do not have the resources to transcribe
printed manuscripts. Images should be formatted as jpeg files and sent as
attachments.

Deadline for Fall Issue: September 8, 2010

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal (praxis.uwc.utexas.edu/praxisarchive) is a
biannual electronic publication sponsored by the University of Texas
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IWCA calls for nominations for their Outstanding Service Award

Nominations for the IWCA Muriel Harris Outstanding Service Award are due July
1, 2010. This award recognizes service that has benefited the international
writing center community. For more information and to nominate someone,
click here.
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Praxis: A Writing Center Journal has been invited to the MLA database

The Modern Language Association has invited Praxis: A Writing Center Journal
to be included on the MLA Bibliography database. Starting soon, all current and
past issues of Praxis will be indexed on the database. Praxis is proud of the
recognition this affords all the authors we have published over the years.
Congratulations!
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